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Dear Readers, 
Customers and Partners,
in our 2017 product catalog we provide you with an up-to-date 
overview of the Soft ing Automoti ve range. Alongside innovati ve, high-
performing hardware and soft ware products, we also off er individual 
system soluti ons, customized applicati on support, comprehensive 
training packages, and, if required, resident engineering at the relevant 
customer site.

Our top priority in terms of our product and soluti on portf olio is to 
guarantee our customers the maximum benefi t with premium quality at 
all ti mes as well as the best protecti on of investments available. With our 
core areas of experti se, diagnosti cs, measuring and testi ng, we provide 
customized soluti ons for automoti ve electronics as well as closely related 
markets such as mobile working machinery.

Soft ing is an well established partner for the enti re life cycle of electronic 
ECUs and systems. As such, we cover the enti re functi onal chain of our 
customers – from development through manufacturing to aft er sales 
and service. Our acti ve parti cipati on in fi nalizing standards that are 
well established on the market (such as ASAM and ISO) and the fact 
that we implement these standards represent important value added 
for our customers. The used standards not only protect our customers‘ 
investments but also ensure that processes run smoothly when Soft ing‘s 
fl exible and standard-compliant components are used. 

Our product portf olio off ers the very best combinati on and add-on 
possibiliti es for your individual tasks. As a reliable technology and 
soluti on partner, we open up a world of new potenti al to you in 
diagnosti cs, measuring and testi ng.

Our team and i would be happy to answer any questi ons you may have. 
We look forward to engaging in successful and pioneering projects 
with you!

Yours
Markus Steff elbauer
Director Product Management
Soft ing Automoti ve Electronics GmbH

Haar near munich, December 2016
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SofTing AuTomoTiVe

What we stand for

With its core areas of expertise, diagnostics, measurement and 
testing, Softing is all about key technologies in automotive elec-
tronics for passeneger cars and commercial vehicles as well as 
in the (closely related) markets for non-road mobile equipment. 
With over 80,000 installations, Softing is a trendsetter in the 
market. Leading manufacturers of cars, motorcycles, commer-
cial vehicles and their suppliers all implement tried and tested 
tools and solutions from Softing.

The internationally well established standards implemented by 
Softing for APIs, data descriptions, protocols and bus systems 
guarantee our customers the long-term safeguarding of their 
projects thanks to the reusability of data with consistently high 
quality. Softing implements market-relevant, international auto-
motive standards, such as ISO 22900 (MVCI), ISO 22901 (ODX)

and ISO 13209 (OTX). Softing is an active member of numerous 
committees and associations (incl. ASAM, ISO, SAE) and plays a 
leading role in defining industry standards. Our aim is to provide 
our customers with the appropriate products and solutions for 
their particular tasks.

Tailored to suit the individual infrastructure in each case, our 
solutions offer all important certified key technologies to obtain 
valid and high-quality diagnostics, test and measuring results – 
even under extreme conditions.

Whether a standard solution, hardware interface, project de-
velopment or on-site engineering – we support our customers  
in all phases of the value chain. 
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Decades of experience in automotive electronics

From the outset, Softing has always consistently implemented 
the knowledge gained both from customer projects and from the 
company‘s active participation in standardization committees in its 
products. In the process, the company supports its customers with

■ intensive advisory services and process consulting
■ the international roll-out of products and solutions
■ training sessions and on-site services
■ support and further development

Softing‘s dependability as a partner and the reliability of its pro-
ducts are demonstrated by the fact that we do not only market 
our own solutions. Our products have always been integrated in 
partner solutions, whether engineering tools, measuring and cali-
bration systems, test benches, HiL testers or repair-shop testers.

TESTERS
Major OEMs and international tier 1 suppliers rely on Softing‘s 
test systems – for a good reason. A well-established team 
ensures that reliable software is exactly tuned to user expecta-
tions and that suppliers worldwide are provided with the right 
version in each case.

VEHICLE COMMUNICATION INTERFACES (VCI)
Softing VCIs always set the standard and are used by various 
OEMs and suppliers in large numbers. Naturally, only the latest 
technologies are used, for example for wired and wireless  
com munication. We are also experts in handling repairs and  
ex changes so that customers are always able to work whatever  
the circumstances are.

Softing
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The leader in key technologies

 
TECHNOLOGIES

As a clear source of inspiration, Softing does not just follow 
new technological developments. The company‘s aspirations 
are far more directed at proactively developing trends and 
technologies in its core areas of expertise (diagnostics, measur-
ing, testing). Alongside trusting collaboration with the sector´s 
innovation drivers, our active participation in all important  

associations and standardization committees is extremly 
helpful. This means that we incorporate standards at an early 
stage of product development and implement them in the 
specification phase. An advantage in terms of time, cost and 
expertise that we are more than happy to pass on to our  
customers.

EXTENDED V-MODEL 
For decades now, engineering has – more or less – been based 
on the V-Model.In the V-Model, diagnostic functions are mainly 
required in manufacturing and after-sales. After all, today‘s 
vehicles could neither be produced nor repaired without 
diagnos tics. This is why Softing has extended the original 
V-Model and introduced the extended V-Model. Within the ex-
tended V-Model, Softing provides consistent tool suites which 
are used in ECU development, system tests, vehicle integra-
tion, road tests as well as tests in manufacturing and in repair 

shops. Wherever possible, the so lutions are based on standard 
systems which are implemented in all tools: a key advantage 
for customers because the coordi nated behavior of tools and 
functions ensures maximum reliability in use. Furthermore, the 
reusability of description formats and configurations leads to 
significant savings in terms of time and money in all phases of 
the V-Model and has a positive effect on the term of processes 
and project phases. 

ENgiNEERiNg TEST MANuFACTuRiNg SERviCE

ODX

OTX

Authoring systems

Simulations

Test tools

Engineering tools

▲ Fig.: Extended V-Model by Softing
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TECHNOLOGIES

EXCHANGE FORMATS
Regardless of whether a customer implements the entire 
Softing tool suite or uses a subset, the reusability of con figu-
rations and results is always the basis of fruitful collaboration 
and predict able project costs. Softing thus consistently relies 
on standard ized data formats, whether for describing ECUs 
and test sequences (ODX/OTX) or for storing measurement 
data (MDF).

PROTOCOLS
The basis of most ECU functions is communication. Any  
com munication needs a set of rules (syntax, sematics). The 
rules for diagnostic communication are specified in diagnos - 
tic pro tocols. It is irrelevant whether an exchange is taking  
place between ECUs or between a tester and an ECU. Or  
whether it uses CAN, K-Line, LIN or modern high-performance  
buses such as MOST, FlexRay or Ethernet. Just as it is of no  
rele vance whether low-level protocols or high-level protocols  
(such as UDS or J1939) are used. Because Softing‘s tech n o l  - 
o gies precisely implement, analyze and test the corresponding 
protocols. Incidentally: Communication between systems, for 
example between mainframes and test systems, is also one of 
Softing‘s domains.

PROGRAMMING INTERFACES
Often, the areas of application described are also required 
in tools and test systems that originally had a completely 
different focus. We ensure access to Softing expertise in these 
cases by providing relevant functions via API. In addition to the 
programming languages C#.Net WPF, C++ and JAVA, we support 
NI LabView VIs for test systems and OPC for the integration of 
diagnostic functions in manufacturing envi ronments. Further-
more, we also specialize in implementing decentral solutions 
using remote access.

AREAS OF APPLICATION 
Regardless of whether it is diagnostics, measuring or  
testing – within the extended V-Model, Softing addresses  
the most important areas of application:

■		Fault memory operations and diagnostic communication  
with OBD systems

■	Measuring data acquisition, over bus messages, sensors

 
■	ECU programming
■	Variant coding
■	Simulation of ECUs and their environment
■	Execution of ECU functions
■		The areas of application are supported by different tools,  

each perfectly tailored to the particular case.

Softing
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Testing 
Turnkey solutions for diagnostic 
and function tests

Diagnostics 
ODX, OTX, UDS and other  
standards in use

Measurement 
Reliable measurements under 
the most difficult conditions

RANGE OF FEATURES
Softing provides an extensive portfolio 
of applications used for developing 
diagnos tic processes and executing  
diagnostics. Typical areas of application 
are accessing fault memories, flash 
programming, evaluating measurement 
data, parameterizations, the control of 
system components and the actual  
„diagnostics“ itself.

Whether it is a question of implemen ti ng 
ODX/MVCI processes, migration 
strat egies for legacy data, the use of 
high-performance VCIs, the creation 

Today complex electronic systems are making vehicles more  
and more powerful, safe and environmentally-friendly all the 
time. To accommodate the growing complexity of ECUs and their 
complex communication levels, a detailed insight into control 
functions is absolutely essential. The direct access to ECUs  
and the precise evaluation thereof, even when installed, is thus 
one of the central tasks of diagnostic processes in engineering, 
testing, manufacturing and after-sales service.

Legal regulations, greater demands in terms of safety and con-
venience as well as a general rise in cost pressure are con stantly 
increasing the complexity of modern vehicles. This trend is driv ing 
development engineers to the limits of what is technically feasible – 
for example in the reduction of fuel consumption and emissions, 
the development of ADAS (Advanced driver assis tance systems) 
and exploration in future-oriented propulsion technology. The 
function scope of vehicles, the number of different vehicle variants 
and the complexity of technology are increasing all the time. This in 
turn sees a rise in the number of tests of electronic and mechanical 
components which have to be verified and validated.

From the control of common automotive test solutions through 
manually configurable test environments to specialized auto-
mation solutions and simulations – Softing reliably covers all 
test requirements and offers comprehensive software, test 
solutions, electronic testware and scalable test systems that 
can be flexibly and modularly tuned to individual test require-
ments.

RANGE OF FEATURES
Softing supports these tasks with  
vehicle-independent measurement 
data acquisiition and data logging. 
These ensure the greatest possible 
objectiv ity and reliability when col-
lecting and processing ECU data and 
physical variables. 

RANGE OF FEATURES
Solutions for executing systematic, 
structured, reproducible verification 
and test processes and their documen-
tation. Turnkey solutions for diagnostic 
and func tion test (including ECUs and 
hardware setup as well as training 
sessions).
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RANGE OF FEATURES
of authoring systems or the provision 
of complete manufacturing or service 
systems: Together with our clients, 
we define customized solutions that 
are tailor-made to suit their particular 
project requirements.

■	 Authoring system
■	 Universal development tester
■	 Test automation
■	 Simulation of diagnostics and  

residual bus simulation

PRODUCTS 

DTS Monaco Universal engineering tester for diagnostic and control  
functions of vehicle ECUs with OTX Runtime.

DTS Venice Powerful ODX 2.2 and 2.0.1 authoring system for diagnostic 
experts and developers of vehicle ECUs.

OTX Studio Tool for creating, implementing and debugging diagnostic  
and test sequences.

DTS COS Communication server for vehicle diagnostics based on the  
latest ASAM MCD-3D 3.0 standard.

DTS Automation Simple access to diagnostic communication for manufacturing 
and test bench applications.

Softing TDX Solution for diagnostics and flash programming in the repair  
shop and in road tests.

PRODUCTS 

SMT Measurement system that can be used modularly and stand-alo-
ne with an extensive range of signal conditioning  
and interface modules.

PEA Software for creating, visualizing, processing and recording mea-
surement and communication data.

µ-Serie Compact and extremely sturdy CAN measurement modules  
for use in physically challenging environments.

DTS Monaco Measurement using diagnostic communication and  
bus monitoring.

PRODUCTS 

ECU-TEST Test automation solution for all diagnostic use cases.  
DTS-COS and EDIABAS integration are available by  
default as diagnostic solutions.

TestCUBE2
Diagnostic simulation and residual bus simulation in  
one device – the perfect counterpart for the preparation  
of workshop tests and test system regression tests.

DTS Monaco Universal engineering tester for diagnostic and control  
functions of vehicle ECUs with OTX Runtime.

CanEasy Analysis and test environment: simulating complex  
bus systems, analyzing communication in a number  
of different ways.

 
Softing‘s hardware and software  
products focus on the following topics:
 
■	 Signal conditioning
■	Measurement data acquisition
■	Bus link
■	Data processing

■	 Software for testing
■	 Simulation of diagnostics and  

residual bus simulation
■	 Automated Tests
■	 Test solutions (hardware)

Softing
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A large number of today‘s innovations are based on 
software developments, and vehicles are no exception. 
Software innovations improve vehicle performance and 
increase both the safety and sustainability of mobility. 
The number of ECUs and the associated networking are 
continually increasing in the process. The associated 
growing complexity must be mastered over a vehicle‘s 
entire lifetime. In addition to actual control functions, 
diagnostics is increasingly a focal point in development. 
Although diagnostics was originally only intended for 
checking that legal emissions standards were being  
adhered to, it now takes its place before engineering in 
the entire value chain.

In the past, vehicle manufacturers spent a lot of time 
and money developing their own proprietary systems 
for ECU communication, systems that worked with 
non-compati ble formats for data description. This made 
it virtually impossible for suppliers to use the same 
software when working with different manufacturers. 
When no appro pri ate standards are available, costs are 
immense and manu facturers can become dependent 
on specific suppliers. This is why vehicle manufacturers 
and software suppliers got together to specify and im-
plement a whole range of international standards.

 
 The most significant standards  
 for diagnostics are: 
 ■	   Unified Diagnostic Services (UDS) as a  

diagnostic protocol compliant with ISO 14229
	 ■	    Communication system (D-Server) compliant  

with ISO 22900 and 22901

 
 
The interfaces of the D-Server are also completely stan     d - 
  ardized. The data interface defines Open Diagnostic Data 
Exchange (ODX) as a data model and universal exchange 
format. Furthermore, the application interface (D-Server 
API) allows symbolic access to ECU and vehicle information. 
Using the bus system interface (D-PDU API), it is possible 
to use different bus protocols and vehicle communica-
tion interfaces (VCIs) from various manufacturers.

The Standard Open Test Sequence Exchange (OTX makes 
it possible for users to write diagnostic sequences techni-
cally in XML and also enables access to diagnostic func-
tions, flashing and user interaction to name but a few of 
the advantages. Unlike Java jobs in ODX, sequences can 
be reused long term once created.

12
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Diagnostic Tool Set 8
System overview

BENEFITS 
■	 Significant cost reduction in comparison to proprietary

developments
■	 Highly effective: Diagnostics only has to be implemented

once in the value chain
■	  Future-proof (based on current standards)
■	 High quality (data verification, identification and solving

of communication problems and function errors)

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■  All possible applications of diagnostics in engineering,

testing, manufacturing and after-sales service
■     Manufacturers of cars, trucks, buses, motorcycles,

mobile working machinery
■     Tier1 system suppliers
■     ECU suppliers

The Diagnostic Tool Set makes it 
possible for developers, engineers and 
technicians to create consistent diag-
nostic functions and sequences on the 
basis of international standards and to 
ensure that vehicle diagnostics works 
reliably over the entire value chain.

SUCCESSFULLY 
MASTERiNg 
CHALLENgES
Increased competition and frequent 
mod el changes are major challenges  
for the manufacturers of cars and com-
mercial vehicles as well as for system 
suppliers. Vehicles are becoming more 
and more powerful, safe and environ-
mentally-friendly all the time. These 
innovations nearly always entail new 
software devel op   ments. The number of 
ECUs and the associated networking are 
thus contin ually increasing.

MASTERING  
COMPLEXITY SAFELY
This growing complexity must be 
master ed over the entire lifetime of 
the vehicles. In addition to the actual 
control functions, diagnostic functions 
have also gradually become more and 
more significant. Origi nally, diagnostics 
was only intended for checking that 
legal emissions standards were being 
adhered to. Today diagnostics is used in 
the entire value chain from engineering 
through testing and manufacturing to 
repair shop service.

APPLYING CURRENT  
STANDARDS
Together, vehicle and tool manufacturers 
have specified an international standard 
for a diagnostic runtime system (also 
known as „communication server“ or 
„D-Server“). It receives, processes and 

sends diagnostic data. During data pro-
cessing, the internal machine-readable 
representation is transformed into a 
sym   bolic representation that is readily 
under standable for the user. The inter-
faces of the diagnostic runtime system 
are completely standardized: The data 
interface defines Open Diagnostic Data 
Exchange (ODX) as a data model and 
universal data exchange format. The ap-
plication interface (D-Server API) allows 
symbolic access to ECU and vehicle infor-
mation. The VCI access interface (D-PDU 
API) makes it possible to use all kinds of 
bus protocols via vehicle interfaces from 
different manufacturers. The Diagnostic 
Tool Set implements these standards 
with 100% compatibility.

STANDARDS
■ 	  Communication servers:

ISO MVCI server / ASAM MCD 
runtime system (COS)

■ 	  ODX data interface:
ISO 22901-1/ASAM MCD-2D

■ 	  Application interface:
ISO 22900-3/ASAM MCD-3D

■ 	    Bus system interface:
ISO 22900-2 (D-PDU API)  
over CAN, K-line, Ethernet

■ 	  ISO 13400 (DoIP)
■ 	  ISO 13209 (OTX)
■ 	  ISO 14229 (UDS)
■ 	  ISO 14230 (KWP2000)
■ 	  ISO 15031 (OBD)
■ 	  ISO 15765
■ 	  ISO 27145 (WWH-OBD)
■ 	  SAE J2534
■ 	  SAE J1939
and many more

HigHLigHTS
■ 	 MCD-3D 3.0
■ 	 DoiP
■ 	oDX 2.2 + 2.0.1
■ 	 oTX
■ 	 Runtime data: ultra-compact +

encryptable

Diagnostics
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DTS coS
Communication server for vehicle diagnostics based  
on the latest ASAM MCD-3D 3.0 standard.

BENEFITS 
■		Faster and more affordable engineering, as well as less  

dependence on individual tool suppliers as it is based on the 
latest standards

■		No detailed knowledge of the bus protocol necessary as  
access takes place symbolically

■		Downward-compatible: ODX 2.0.1 Legacy Mode, DTS 7 pro - 
j ects based on D-PDU API protocols, DTS 7 Java Job Legacy

■		Ultra-compact runtime format reduces memory requirement  
and enables faster updates in the field

■		Considerable increase in security thanks to OEM-specific  
runtime data encryption

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■		 Engineering/testing: release of ECUs, creation and  

validation of test sequences, HiL systems
■		 Manufacturing: end-of-line test systems, test benches,  

programming stations
■		    After-sales service: diagnostic runtime system for  

service testers

Using the standardized runtime system 
DTS COS for diagnostic communication 
makes it easier for users to develop their 
own applications and thus focus on the 
actual tasks and quickly get results. 

ACCESSING SYMBOLICALLY 
THE ECU AND VEHICLE  
INFORMATION 
The communication server DTS COS 
is part of Softing’s Diagnostic Tool Set 
product family. It corresponds extensive-
ly to the DTS Base System. Beyond its 
function scope, based on the ODX data 
user applications can symbolically access 
the ECU and vehicle information via the 
MCD-3D application interface. However, 
neither Softing’s VCI software nor the 
OTX runtime system are included in the 
scope of delivery.

DTS COS makes it possible to use most 
diverse bus protocols via different manu-
facturers’ interfaces. It can be used to  
access several ECUs at the same time 
or the whole vehicle via different bus 
systems. If necessary, parallel communi-
cation is also possible via several vehicle 
interfaces. 

VERIFIED BY ASAM  
TEST SUITE
Verified by extensive tests in accordance 
with the ASAM test suite, DTS COS most 
closely corresponds with all relevant 
standards and at the same time offers 
outstanding performance. Comprehen-
sive trace functions enable developers 
and engineers to rapidly detect errors in 
their own applications or in the commu-
nication with ECUs.

FASTER CREATION OF  
INDIVIDUAL APPLICATIONS
The API Developer Kit beside exten-
sive documentation and programming 
examples comprises a special test 
application. It makes it possible for 
developers to establish communication 
to the vehicle via the runtime system 
immediately, i.e. without their own 
application development. Using a special 
Configuration API, the runtime system 
can be configured entirely by an external 
application in terms of interfaces, pro-
jects etc.

▲ Fig.: Configuration API – to establish communication to vehicle via runtime system
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▲ Fig.: Runtime system DTS COS for diagnostic communication
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RUNTIME FORMATS 

SOD Editable runtime format which can be exported back to ODX.

SRD "Monolithic" ultra-compact* runtime format with closed database as with ODX/SOD.

SMR Modular** ultra-compact* runtime format.

*  Vehicle and flash data are 60 to 180 times more compact than ODX data 
(depending on OEM/data structure); optional OEM-specific encryption

** For ODX categories/individual ECU

PRODUCTS

DTS COS     Communication server DTS 8 COS for vehicle diagnostics. Over and above the function scope of the  
DTS Base System, it is possible for user applications to symbolically access ECU and vehicle information  
over the MCD-3D application interface on an ODX data basis. Note: Neither Softing‘s VCI software nor  
the OTX runtime environment are part of the delivery scope.

DTS COS LITE Communication server DTS 8 COS for vehicle diagnostics with the limitation that a maximum of a  
single ECU can be contained in the ODX data or DTS projects used.

API Developer Kit API Developer Kit for developing your own applications based on the communication server of DTS 8 COS. 
Incl. TestApp, ConfigAPI and interface description files for accessing the COM API. Documentation:  
ASAM MCD-3D reference, C++/JAVA/COM API with Softing-specific extensions. Sample applications:  
Java, Python in Visual Studio 2010 Solution for COM, C#, C++.

APi Starter Package Starter package with max. 40 hours of instruction and application support by phone / e-mail / web  
conference or in person at Softing in Haar incl. personal transfer and instruction in the documentation.

SMR Option: Generating the modular optimized runtime data format SMR 

SMR Starter Package Initial process consulting for using the modular, ultra-compact runtime format SMR and its  
generation with the transformer.

Diagnostics
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▲ Fig.: DTS Automation Configurator to select and parameterize diagnostic services

DTS Automation
Particularly easy access to diagnostic communication for  
manufacturing and test bench applications.

BENEFITS 
■		Simple interface design enables fast familiarization
■		 Variety of ECUs is easy to manage
■		Minimal setup times thanks to configuration exchange
■		The use of the DTS Base System ensures wide-ranging  

implementation
■		Constant interface even in migration of ODX data formats,  

e.g. from ODX 2.0.1 to ODX 2.2.0

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■		Flash and calibration stations in manufacturing
■		   Diagnostic test benches
■		End-of-line test systems
■		   HiL systems

DTS Automation supports standard inter- 
faces widely used in industrial auto-
mation. If required, the entire soft ware 
for automation and diagnostics can be 
installed on a single PC. Using configura-
tions that have already been created and 
stored enables very short setup times.

MASTERING COMPLEXITY
DTS Automation is part of the Diagnostic 
Tool Set product family and is based on 
the DTS Base System. The ASAM MCD-
3D application interface enables sym-
bolic access to ECU and vehicle informa-
tion or functions without any detailed 
knowledge of the bus protocols used 
being necessary. The service and data 
type descriptions as well as conversion 
methods contained in the ODX database 
are used. The ODX databases of modern 
vehicles are highly complex and usually 
become more so during their lifetime 

due to additional variants, maintenance 
measures and function extensions.

SIMPLE ACCESS OVER  
STANDARD INTERFACES
Simplified access to diagnostic functions 
is often desired when it comes to real-
izing test benches in ECU and vehicle 
manufacture. This has to take place 
with standard interfaces widely used in 
industrial auto mation. DTS Automation 
offers an API reduced to the scope of 
these applications, thus considerably 
simplifying the API at the same time. 
The communication mechanisms it is 
based on are transparent for the user. 

Standard tasks, such as connection 
setup or tear-down, can thus be taken 
care of with considerably fewer and 
simpler steps than with direct access to 
the MCD-3D API.

SHORT CHANGEOVER TIMES
The required diagnostic services are 
selected and parameterized with the 
DTS Automation Configurator. Access 
from the user application can take place 
either via an API for C and COM, Lab-
VIEW VIs or OPC server. Depending on 
the configuration, objects or variables 
which can be combined to form a test 
sequence in the test bench application 
are available at the interfaces. These 
configurations can be saved, resulting 
in short changeover times because the 
sequence in the test bench application 
does not have to be modified.

16
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▲ Fig.: DTS Automation for manufacturing and test bench applications 

PRODUCTS

DTS Automation Automation offers manufacturing and test bench applications particularly easy access to diagnostic  
communication over standard interfaces widely used in industrial automation: API for C and COM,  
LabVIEW VIs as well ass OPC Server.

Automation Configurator The Automation Configurator makes it possible to create user-specific configurations for  
DTS 8 Automation. Recommended for short setup times. Mandatory when using OPC.

Starter Package Starter package with max. 40 hours of instruction and application support by phone / e-mail /  
web conference or in person at Softing in Haar incl. exemplary creation of a sample application  
for communicating with a user ECU.

DTS Automation

Automation applications in  
manufacturing (e.g. software SPS)

Diagnostic 
functions and  
sequences
(ODX + OTX)

ECu

LabVIEW VI

DTS-Grundsystem

Configurations

oPc C/C++/COM

ECu ECu ECu

cAn K-line Ethernet Other

Diagnostics
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DTS monaco
All-in-one engineering tester for diagnostic and  
control functions of vehicle ECUs.

BENEFITS 
■		Cost reduction and shorter familiarization time as 

DTS Monaco covers the functionality of several 
tools, previously separate: e.g. OBD Scan Tool,  
data and bus monitor

■		Fast results due to intuitive operation and  
preconfigured templates

■		Top quality thanks to early detection and remedy 
of communication problems and function errors

■		Highly effective as it can be flexibly adapted to suit  
different tasks

■	   All communication data and test results can be  
documented in entirety

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■		Development of diagnostic  

and control functions  
for vehicle ECUs

■		Function test and validation
■		Integration and system test
■		Preparation of test sequences 

for manufacturing and after- 
sales service

■		Analysis of returns and quality 
assurance

DTS Monaco covers vehicle diagnos - 
tics in entirety in the areas engineering,  
testing and the preparation of tests,  
and can be flexibly adapted to suit  
all kinds of tasks and user groups.  
And this means reliable diagnostics  
can be ensured.

FLEXIBLY  
ADAPTABLE TO THE  
RELEVANT TASK
DTS Monaco is part of the Diagnostic 
Tool Set product family and is based on 
the DTS Base System. Monaco stands for 
Modular Analyzer for Vehicle Commu-
nication. A start page enables fast and 
simple access to the functions required 
most frequently. The actual DTS Monaco 
workspace is divided into two: one area 
with a fixed layout and one with layouts 
that you can toggle between using tabs. 

A status display below shows commu-
nication server messages. The various 
functions are realized using special, 
configurable interface elements. In Con-
figuration mode, these HMI controls can 
be arranged freely in the layouts and can 
be fully configured.

EARLY DETECTION OF  
PROBLEMS AND ERRORS
In Run mode, a saved workspace can be 
„started“. Individual functions can be 
started automatically and communication 
established in advance if so required. 
Self-generated test sequences enable 
both simple and very complex function 
tests. This makes it possible to detect, 
and remedy, communication problems 
and function errors at an early stage. 
Communication data and test results can 
be documented in entirety in the process.

FAST RESULTS
For typical use scenarios predefined tem-
plates including an universal database for 
the OBD self-diagnosis as well as various 
protocol templates (WWH-OBD, J1939-73 
among others) are supplied.

In Demonstration mode, all functions can 
be tested, even without an interface and 
a license, using a detailed example includ-
ing simulation. Furthermore, the tool 
has a completely integrated OTX runtime 
for running complex test sequences in 
accordance with ISO 13209. An authoring 
tool for creating such OTX sequences can 
be started directly from DTS Monaco.

▲ Fig.: DTS Monaco – startpage ▲ Fig.: Flexible adaption and configuration of layouts

FuNCTiONS
■		Testing communication
■		Analyzing data on bus
■		Examining ODX data vs. ECU
■		Reading/deleting error memory
■		Programming flash memory
■		Displaying measuring values
■		Parameterizing ECUs
■		Coding variants
■		Executing ECU routines
■		Testing OBD functions
■		Creating/executing test  

sequences
18
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COMMuNiCATiON

Bus Trace Fundamental analysis of diagnostic and  
onboard communication at bus level in  
hexadecimal notation.

Diagnostic 
Services

Data verification and communication test  
with full access to functions and sequences  
for experts.

Symbolic 
Trace

Analysis of diagnostic communication at  
the application level in symbolic notation.

OTX Execution of complex diagnostic sequences  
in acc. with ISO 13209 (OTX).

CONTROL

Annotation Visualizing tests with pictures, text or  
link to RTF/PDF/CHM files.

Communication 
Control

Automatic setup and tear-down of  
communication to ECUs.

Logical 
Link List

Monitoring and influencing the  
communication status of ECUs.

Toggle 
Sequences

Activation/deactivation of a switch  
each starts a sequence of services  
(e.g. change ECU state).

FuNCTiON

DTC (Diagnostic 
Trouble Codes)

Diagnostic trouble codes: One-off or cyclical rea-
ding out as well as clearing of ECU fault memory.

IO Control Setting of individual or a group of  
ECU variables.

Flash ECU programming – see page 21.

OBD Validation and release of OBD self- 
diagnosis – see page 21.

Soft Key Running services, jobs or sequences  
using buttons.

Variant Coding Powerful expert tool for coding of a single ECU

▲ Fig.: Data verification and communication test

▲  Fig.: Activation/deactivation of defined switches

▲ Fig.: Running services, jobs or sequences 

Diagnostics
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PRODUCTS

DTS MONACO All-in-one engineering tester DTS 8 Monaco for diagnostic and control functions of vehicle ECUs  
which covers vehicle diagnostics in entirety in the areas engineering, testing and the preparation  
of tests, and can be flexibly adapted to suit all kinds of tasks and user groups. With basic function  
scope (HMI controls of the communication library) incl. OTX runtime environment. There are  
limitations to the configuration of HMI controls when released by the creator of the workspace.  
Based on the DTS Base System.

HMI Libraries Option: All further HMI controls of DTS 8 Monaco that are not included in the basic function scope.

Creation and Configuration Option: Creating and configuring user-specific workspaces with DTS8 Monaco. HMI controls can  
be configured without limitation. For users without this license, limited configurability of individual 
HMI controls can be granted.

Access to MCD-3D API Option: Access to the ASAM MCD-3D API for user applications. Adds the functionality of DTS8L-COS  
to DTS 8 Monaco. Attention: DTS8L-API-DK and DTS8S-COS-START are a mandatory additional part  
of the order for each first user license.

DTS FLASH DTS Flash tool for the flexible flash programming of ECUs based on DTS Monaco. Contains only the  
HMI controls Flash, Bus Trace, Symbolic Trace cannot be extended afterwards. 

DTS OBD DTS OBD – tool for the comprehensive validation and release of the onboard diagnostics of individual 
ECUs or an entire vehicle based on DTS 8 Monaco and the DTS Base System. Contains the HMI controls 
of the communication library as well as the HMI control OBD and cannot be extended.

Maintenance and Support Package Maintenance and support package incl. support by telephone and e-mail with regard to installation, 
setup and operation as well as minor and medium software upgrades free of charge.

DELIVERY SCOPE

Templates Communication and Analysis, Error Memory, Measuring and Parameterizing,  
Onboard Diagnostics, Programming, Test Sequences.

Example workspace Extensive Monaco example workspace as introduction into the main features  
based on the sample database.

MESSEN

Data Display One-off or cyclical reading out of  
configurable measured values/blocks  
in list form.

Recorder Recording/saving ECU variables  
(list, instruments or oscilloscope)  
and modifying them (actuator).

Graphical 
Instrument

Visualizing and modifying ECU  
variables using various graphic  
elements.

▲ Fig.: Visualization and modification of ECU variables
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DTS Flash
Separately available solution for flash programming.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■		Testing and execution of  

flash sequences
■		Updating ECU to defined  

software status
■		Analysis of returns

BENEFITS 
■		Fast results due to  

intuitive operation
■		 Simple configuration
■		Preconfigured template

It is possible to program one or more flash sessions of an ECU.  
As a prerequisite you need ODX data: ODX-D incl. an OEM 
spe cific flash job and ODX-F, which contains either the flash 

programming data or a reference (possibly late-bound) to it. 
You can reference the data formats HEX, MOT, BIN, S3 and S19.

DTS OBD
Separately available solution for validation and release of the self-diagnosis.

BENEFITS 
■		Fast results due to intuitive operation  

and preconfigured templates
■		Top quality thanks to early detection  

and remedy of function errors

DTS OBD is a tool for validating and releasing the self-diagnosis  
of individual ECUs or an entire vehicle in vehicle engineering.  
It comprehensively covers onboard diagnostics, combining the  
functionality of an OBD Scan Tool as well as a data and bus moni-
tor in a single tool. The type of bus connected can be detected 
or selected automatically. There are various analysis functions 
for the OBD modes available at any one time. Measured values 
can be updated manually or cyclically and logged for the pur-
poses of documentation or external analysis (e.g. Excel spread-

sheets). Parameters can be modified using symbolic names and 
sent to the relevant ECU for response analysis. Communication 
can be analyzed in entirety down to the very last detail and, if 
required, recorded at bus level (hexadecimal raw data) or on 
the application layer (symbolic representation). When used on 
a notebook, e.g. during a test drive, the font can be enlarged in 
several stages on the screen.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■		Onboard diagnostics engineering for  

individual ECUs or entire vehicles
■	Function test and validation
■	ECU integration and system test
■	Test drives

▲ Fig.: Flexible programming of ECUs with DTS Flash

▲ Fig.: DTS OBD – validation and release of self-diagnosis 
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DTS Venice
Powerful authoring system for ODX 2.2 and 2.0.1 for  
diagnostic experts and developers of vehicle ECUs.

BENEFITS 
■		 Efficient creation of the diagnostic specification thanks  

to assistant support in data entry
■		Greater data quality thanks to testing of both syntax  

and semantics
■		Data consistency over the entire process chain thanks  

to standard tool with central database (single source)
■		Considerable cost saving thanks to the possibility of 

im porting existing data descriptions and early error  
detection

■		 Shorter approval process as suppliers can test conformity 
with the OEM regulations themselves

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■		Description and validation of diagnostic functions and  

ECU communication
■		Data interoperability test
■		Provision of test data for integration and system test
■		Data adaptation in production preparation and for use  

in repair shop testers

DTS Venice enables the convenient 
creation, testing, management and 
main te nance of diagnostic specifications 
over the entire process chain for OEMs, 
sys tem and ECU suppliers.

SIMPLE CREATION OF  
ODX DATABASES
DTS Venice is part of the Diagnostic Tool 
Set product family and is based on the DTS 
Base System. Venice stands for Vehicle 
Communication Database Editor. New 
databases can be created both on the 
basis of existing ODX/PDX files and of 
supplied protocol templates. The delivery 
scope still includes sample authoring with 
three ECUs, detailed documentation and 
a tutorial.

CONVENIENT PROCESSING 
OF ODX DATA
A start page enables fast and simple 
access to the functions required most fre-
quently. The entire ODX data model can 
be edited in the editor‘s expert view. The 
ECU view provides a simplified view of 
the most important data of a single ECU 
as well as its variants. Diagnostic descrip-
tion inheritance is visualized graphi cally. 
Assistants are available to help with data 
input. Both working with ECU shared data 
and the simultaneous editing of several 
databases are supported. The diagnostic 
specifications created can be issued as 
RTF files for documentation purposes. In 
Demonstration mode, ODX databases can 
be viewed without a license.

TOP DATA QUALITY  
FROM THE OUTSET
The ODX databases of modern vehicles 
are highly complex and become even 
more so during their lifetime due to ad-
ditional variants, maintenance measures 
and function extensions. DTS Venice 
ensures the consistency and complete-
ness of the database at all times. Formal 
checks ensure the basic compliance with 
the ODX standard and optionally with 
the ASAM ODX Recommended Style. 
Extensions by user-specific authoring 
guidelines are possible.

▲ Fig.: DTS Venice – startpage ▲ Fig.: Standard tool with central database (single source)
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PRODUKTE

DTS Venice Powerful authoring system DTS 8 Venice for ODX 2.2 and 2.0.1 for the convenient creation, 
testing, management and maintenance of diagnostic functions of individual ECUs or an 
entire vehicle.

Diagnostic 
Functions and  

Sequences

SINGLE  
SOuRCE

Engineering

Test & Validation

Manufacturing

Service

OEM

ODX OTX

OEM

ECU Suppliers

Tier1 System Suppliers

Tool Suppliers

▲ Fig.: DTS Venice – authoring system for creation, validation and administration of diagnostic specifications
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OTX Studio
All-in-one development environment for diagnostic sequences.

BENEFITS 
■		 Convenient specification and creation of diagnostic sequences 

in one tool without in-depth programming knowledge
■		  Simple exchangeability of sequences between ECU,  

system and vehicle manufacturers
■		  Universal implementation as the full function scope of OTX  

is available
■		 Storage of OTX scripts in binary format hinders unauthorized 

modifications and protects expertise
■		 Long-term protection of investments thanks to the  

implementation of an international standard
■		 Different views for programming experts and diagnostic  

users without programming knowledge

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■		 Graphic specification of diagnostic sequences
■		 Creation of test sequences in ECU development
■		 Test sequences with user interface for EOL testers  

in manufacturing
■		  Guided fault search for repair shop testers
■		 Suitable for both programmers and pure diagnostic users
■		  Engineering, testing, manufacturing, after-sales service
■		 Flash programming, coding, testing

OTX Studio is a tool for creating, im-
plementing and debugging diagnostic 
and test sequences (based on the ISO 
13209 standard). With a special GUI 
editor, it is easy to generate graphic 
user interfaces and link them to the 
sequences created. Diagnostic data 
is supported in compliance with ODX 
V2.0.1 and V2.2.0. 

SPECIFYING AND IMPLE-
MENTING DIAGNOSTIC  
SEQUENCES
The new OTX (Open Test sequence 
eXchange) standard compliant with ISO 
13209 enables users to write simple test 
sequences for anything from function 
tests to complete tester applications. 
OTX Studio supports the user in the 
speci fication phase and in subsequent 
implementation. It makes it easy to  
create graphic sequence diagrams with 

a clear representation of the sequence 
logic. The integrated OTX Differ enables 
the convenient comparison and com-
pilation of scripts of different develop-
ment levels. The adaptation of existing 
sequences to new diagnostic data is 
effectively sup ported by special wizards.

SUITABLE FOR BOTH  
FIRST-TIME USERS AND  
EXPERIENCED DEVELOPERS
OTX Studio provides all the necessary 
input assistants. An automatic complete 
function allows users to create sequences 
without having in-depth knowledge of 
the OTX language elements. Comprehen-
sive project administration with integrat-
ed version management ensures a clear 
overview in large projects. The library 
concept that many users are familiar with 
from standard programming languages 
supports users in the implementation 

of application-oriented and at the same 
time modular creation of their diagnostic 
sequences.

FROM FLASH  
SEQUENCE TO REPAIR  
SHOP TESTER
Typical areas of application are, for 
exam ple, the creation of flash or test 
sequences. Particularly test planners for 
complete re pair shop testers benefit from 
the integrated tools. The integrated GUI 
editor enables the designing of the entire 
test interface and the simple connection 
of interface elements to OTX scripts to 
graphically display variable values used. 
There is no limitation to the number of 
OTX function libraries that can be used. 
Developers of programs for guided fault 
search on the vehicle use the foreign 
language editor, the document viewer 
and browser for repair instructions and 

▲ Fig.: OTX Studio – for creating, implementing and debugging diagnostic and test sequences
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technical drawings. The comprehensive 
debugging possibilities are indispensable 
for all users.

USER- AND USE- 
CASE-RELATED  
CREATION VIEwS
In the life cycle of a vehicle, from 
planning through engineering, testing, 
manufacture and after-sales service, 
there are all kinds of users, for ex-
ample diagnostic specialists, testing 
special ists, test engineers and repair 
shop technicians. Each of these groups 
has its own tasks, knowledge and 
requirements regarding the drafting 
and use of diagnostic sequences. These 
tasks and tool requirements have to be 
covered appropriately in their entirety 
in one development environment. The 
flexible creation concept of OTX Studio 
from Softing targets exactly this issue.

You can conveniently toggle between 
three different operating modes in the 
creation process:
 
■		     Specification Mode 

Vehicle experts sketch the diagnostic 
flows with the Flowchart Editor and 
OTX programmers’ fill-in the neces-
sary OTX code. With this approach,  
a specification of a diagnostic session 
can be created without any program-
ming knowledge.

■	      Expert mode 
OTX programmers develop pure OTX 
code and library functions with fast  
access to all OTX language elements.

 
■	      Comfort mode 

Vehicle Vehicle experts create 
sequences as modules in which they 
can access libraries predefined by 
experts or create the OTX code with 

wizards. Report function and error 
handling can be configured with just 
a few clicks of the mouse.

 
■	      Template mode 

Authors for ECU validation, guided 
fault search (GFS) and measurement 
values readout combine completed 
templates to form complete se-
quences with intelligent branching.

SPECiFiCATiON IMPLEMENTATION AND EXECUTION

Specification Mode Comfort mode

Template mode

Expert mode

Template mode

▲ Fig.: Different views for programming experts and diagnostic users

PRODUKTE

OTX RTE Stand-alone OTX runtime with API access to the OTX programming interface for the  
user applications.

OTX wizard Optional add-on for wizards based script configurator for comfortable and modular  
OTX authoring.

Signature Creator Optional add-on for creation of the certificates and signing of the OTX scripts.

Test Case Editor Optional add-on for integrated test-case editor which can be used for semi-automatic  
creation of the diagnostic protocol tests based on the ODX.

Diagnostics
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▲ Fig.: Fully adaptable user interface ▲ Abb.: Beispiel steuergeräteorientierte Diagnose

Softing TDX
The flexible solution for diagnostics and flash programming  
in the repair shop and in road tests.

BENEFITS 
■		Lean diagnostic solution based on laptop/tablet,  

VCI and state-of-the-art software
■	 Fully adaptable to individual requirements  

(processes, CI, language) 
■		Future-proof due to the use of international standards  

(e.g. OTX, ODX, UDS)
■	Unlimited diagnostic functionality
■	 Comprehensive report functionalities
■	 Flexible with regard to diagnostic methodology  

(symptom-/ECU-based)
■		Can be operated in the traditional manner using a mouse  

and keyboard or alternatively using a touchscreen

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■	Service repair shops of vehicle manufacturers
■	 Service repair shops of system manufacturers,  

e.g. in the retrofit market
■	Mobile diagnostic systems for service technicians
■	 R&D departments, e.g. road tests
■		Creators of diagnostic sequences for vehicle tests  

and in sales organizations

Softing TDX is the universal repair shop 
tool intended to be used by vehicle and 
component manufacturers. It supports 
all necessary diagnostic functions in 
troubleshooting, repair and in the 
setup of entire vehicles or individual 
components.

THE FLEXIBLE  
TOOL FOR HARD  
USE IN SERVICE
It is easy to create a service tester with 
Softing TDX: Just install the software  
on a „ruggedized“ laptop and connect 
to a(n) – ideally wireless – VCI (Vehicle 
Communication Interface) and you‘re 
done! The full system can now be  
used in the repair shop or in the field  
(in/next to/under the vehicle) as well  
as in almost all climatic conditions. It  
is virtually impossible to have more 
diagnostic freedom.

COMPLETELY ADAPTABLE
The Softing TDX user interface does not 
depend on the diagnostic methodology 
used. Regardless of whether traditional 
ECU-based diagnostics is used, whether 
work is based on symptoms or AI is the 
measure of all things: TDX presents no 
obstacles. The sequences are generated 
in the authoring system and linked to 
appropriate displays and repair aids 
(instructions or circuit diagrams as PDF 
files, but also as images, videos). The 
user interface can be adapted to suit the 
particular corporate design and individ-
ual area of application. Softing TDX is 
already translated in more than 20 world 
languages and can be easily translated 
into more languages.

wITH INTEGRATED  
SECURITY
There is an incredible amount of exper-

tise and potential to be protected in ser-
vice applications and Softing TDX is ready 
to do just that. It protects your software 
from being illegally copied, offers licen-
sing and the user management facility  
(in development) means malpractice can 
be prevent ed. And the data on the hard 
disk is also safe: It is encrypted. Inte-
grat ed roles concept provides functional 
limitation or expansion for different user 
groups.

SUPPORTING  
STAND ARDS SAFEGUARDS 
iNvESTMENTS
For diagnostic sequences, Softing TDX 
is based on the OTX standard for ECU 
communication and data interpretation 
on the ODX standard. OTX and ODX data 
already used in the company can thus be 
reused or can continue to be used with 
Softing TDX.

▲ Fig.: Fully adaptable user interface ▲ Fig.: ECU oriented diagnosis – sample
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▲ Fig.: Authoring system (Softing TDX.studio) – distribution of diagnostic projects to diagnostic tester (field/ Softing TDX.workshop) 

TwO TOOLS – ONE GOAL:  
THE SIMPLE DEFINITION  
OF FAST REPAIR TIPS
Softing TDX consists of two tools. Softing 
TDX.studio is the authoring system with 
which diagnostic trees, sequences and 
the representation are generated. The 
input of communication data also takes 
place using Softing TDX.studio. There are 
templates and wizards to ensure that 
standard tasks can be carried out in next 
to no time. The diagnoses created can 
then be compiled to form a distribu-
tion – either as a whole or in parts. This 
is made available to service technicians 
and/or test engineers online or on data 
carriers.

Softing TDX.workshop is designed for use 
in the field. It is used as a sequence en-
vironment for the diagnostic sequences 
created beforehand with Softing TDX.
studio. These can be updated and/or 

mod ified at any time later on with the 
update mechanism. Diagnostic results 
can be saved as a report – all activities 
thus always remain transparent. Further-
more, all data is available for additional 
analyses.

SOFTING TDX.studio System for creating diagnostic trees, procedures and visualization.

SOFTING TDX.workshop Runtime environment for diagnostic procedures (generated with Softing TDX.studio).

Consulting, Training We offer support in the subjects of diagnostics, ODX, OTX and on using Softing TDX –  
all available as general training sessions or alternatively specially adapted to suit customer  
requirements. Give us a challenge!

Softing.TDX

Diagnostic Tree Editor

GUI Editor

Sequence Editor

Communication Editor

■	Tools

■	Model ranges 

■	Variants

■	Hotfix

DISTRIBUTION
Softing  

TDX.workshop

Softing  
TDX.workshop

Softing  
TDX.workshop

Softing  
TDX.workshop
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Technical data
Diagnostic Tool Set 8 – Base System

HARDwARE-INTERFACES VS. DIAGNOSE-INTERFACES CAN-INTERFACES PASSTHRu
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ISO 22900-2/D-PDU API über CAN

UDS/ISO14229: ISO 15765-3 auf 15765-2

OBD/ISO15031: ISO 15031-5 auf 15765-4

KWP2000/ISO15765: ISO14230-3 auf 15765-2

SAE J1939: SAE J1939-73 auf J1939-21  

KW1281 über VW TP1.6

KWP2000 light plus über VW TP1.6/2.0

ISO 22900-2/D-PDU API über K-Leitung

OBD/ISO15031: ISO15031-5 auf 14230-4

KWP2000/ISO14230: ISO 14230-3 auf 14230-2

KW1281

KWP2000 light plus über VW TP1.6/2.0

DoIP (Tester <–> Gateway)

DTS-GRUNDSYSTEM

Standard compliance, e.g. ■	 	ISO 22901-1/ASAM MCD-2D, ODX V2.2.0 and 2.0.1 (Open Diagnostic Data Exchange),
■	 	ISO 22900-3/ASAM MCD-3D V3.0.0 application interface,
■	 	ISO 22900-2/D-PDU API via CAN, K-line and ethernet (ISO 13400 DoIP/Tester - Gateway),
■	 ISO 13209/OTX V1.0.0 (Open Test Sequence Exchange)

Hardware interfaces Approved interfaces: see table,
Parallel communication: depending on type and combination ≤ 4 diagnostic interfaces (more on request)

Simulated Interface Enables the diagnostic functions to be tested even without an ECU

Protocol templates within  
scope of delivery

As base for protocol tests and the creation of ECU data in accordance with ISO 22900-2/D-PDU API:
ISO_14230_3_on_ISO_15765_2, ISO_14230_3_on_ISO_14230_2, ISO_OBD for K-line and CAN, 
ISO_15765_3_on_ISO_15765_2, ISO_14229_5_on_ISO_13400_2, 
SAE_J1939_73_on_SAE_J1939_21, WWHOBD_on_CAN (ISO_27145_3_on_ISO_15765_2)

Databases within  
scope of delivery

OBD database in accordance with ISO 15031-5/SAE J1979:2012-02 for gasoline/diesel vehicles,
J1939 database in accordance with SAE J1939,
Sample database with three ECU and detailed documentation as well as tutorial

Bus systems MOST, FlexRay and LIN as well as proprietary bus system interfaces VeCom and EIDBSS on request.
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HARDwARE-INTERFACES VS. DIAGNOSE-INTERFACES CAN-INTERFACES PASSTHRu

VCI ACCESS INTERFACE/
APPLICATION/
TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS
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ISO 22900-2/D-PDU API über CAN

UDS/ISO14229: ISO 15765-3 auf 15765-2

OBD/ISO15031: ISO 15031-5 auf 15765-4

KWP2000/ISO15765: ISO14230-3 auf 15765-2

SAE J1939: SAE J1939-73 auf J1939-21

KW1281 über VW TP1.6

KWP2000 light plus über VW TP1.6/2.0

ISO 22900-2/D-PDU API über K-Leitung

OBD/ISO15031: ISO15031-5 auf 14230-4

KWP2000/ISO14230: ISO 14230-3 auf 14230-2

KW1281

KWP2000 light plus über VW TP1.6/2.0

DoIP (Tester <–> Gateway)

DTS-GRUNDSYSTEM

Runtime data formats SOD: editable runtime format, which can be exported back to ODX
SRD: „monolithic“ ultra-compact runtime format with closed database as with ODX/SOD,
SMR: Modular* ultra-compact runtime format (* .. for ODX categories/single ECU),
Ultra-compact runtime formats: Vehicle and flash data are 60 to 180 times more compact 
in comparison to ODX data (depending on OEM/data structure); optional OEM specific encryption

Operating systems Windows 7 SP 1 and 8.1 (both 32+64 Bit)

General PC requirements Processor: type and clock (≥ 1.5 GHz) depending on the system configuration and complexity of ODX data,
RAM: ≥ 2 GB– depending on ODX data,
For hardware interfaces: PCI-/PCMCIA slot, USB-/LAN port, wireless LAN or Bluetooth for HW interface, 
For optional USB Dongle: USB port,
Screen resolution: see detailed data sheets on the relevant products 

 available      on request     1 can be used for licensing alternatively to USB dongle    2 driver from manufacturer required
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PRODUCT OVERVIEw

SMT SMT combines sophisticated measurement technology  
with signal generation, communication, computer power  
and memory depth. The modular family provides a whole  
range of physical IOs and communication interfaces in one  
modular system.*

PEA With its measuring software PEA, Softing impressively  
demon strates that powerful data acquisition and processing  
do not automatically have to be complicated.

µ-Series The µ Series completes Softing's measurement technology  
portfolio. It enables top-quality and reliable measurements  
even under extreme environmental conditions. At the same  
time, transmitting measured values via CAN enables simple  
integration into existing measurement environments.

Accessories There	are	all	kinds	of	accessories	available	for	the	product		
families	listed	above.	The	company	also	offers	an	extensive		
portfolio	of	connecting	cables,	extension	leads	and	patch		
cords	and	is	more	than	willing	to	customize	these	to	suit		
your	individual	requirements	and	demands.

The continued development of modern vehicles has,
among other things, brought with it tougher require-
ments in terms of the measurement technology used. 
In addition to physical variables, bus signals have to be 
acquired, measured data evaluated and stimuli gene-
rated. The type and number of signals to be processed 
vary constantly, the environmental conditions make 

tough demands of the systems used and, in spite of rapid 
technological change, investments made in measuring 
equipment still have to be future-proof. Softing‘s Mea-
surement Technology Division counters these and many 
other practical challenges with its modular families SMT 
and μ Series as well as the measuring software PEA.

* For additional information, please refer to the extended solutions catalog for measurement technology.
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SmT Soft ing Measurement Technology
Soft ing Measurement Technology – the universal measurement and 
automati on system for mobile and stati onary applicati ons.

BENEFITS
■		High degree of coverage of different applications
■		Compact, rugged and 100% suitable for use in vehicles
■		Flexible adjustment to the particular application
■		Uniform measurement technology and peripherals 

(sensors, connectors, cables, …) in mobile and stationary use
■		Future-proof thanks to open and generic interfaces
■		Can be used standalone without additional components
■		Comprehensive fail-safe and onboard diagnostic functions
■		 System assembly and module exchange possible at the flick of 

a wrist and without tools
■		Simple parameterization using transducer memory
■		All ports accessible from the front
■		Optical display of channel and module state

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■		Mobile measurement technology for road tests
■		Measurement data acquisition in test bench applications
■		Process monitoring
■		Application of control and regulation systems
■		Automation of component test benches
■		Test system for manufacturing tests

SMT combines sophisti cated measure-
ment technology with signal generati on, 
communicati on, computi ng power and 
memory depth. The module family 
provides a whole range of physical IOs 
and communicati on interfaces in one 
modular system.

SYSTEM DESIGN
The unique module concept enables 
opti mal adaptati on to each individual 
applicati on. Channels can be scaled 
to virtually any degree – from just a 
few IOs to several hundred. Not even 
decentral systems or large spati al 
distances pose a problem thanks to 
intelligent networking possibiliti es.
The modularity of SMT is in no way 
limited to measurement and communi-
cati on channels. Fundamental system 

characteristi cs such as energy supply, 
cooling and computi ng power can be 
adapted to suit the individual case of 
applicati on. At the same ti me, the 
Soft ing Measurement Technology is 
geared to the best possible integrati on. 
The sophis ti cated housing mechanism 
means the systems only ever grow to 
the minimum size required for a par-
ti cular functi on scope.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
As SMT systems are rugged, they are 
perfect for harsh, mobile use in test 
vehicles. However, they are also oft en 
used in stati onary applicati ons such 
as test benches and in manufacturing. 
SMT tasks are in no way limited to 
simply acquiring measured values. As 
a combined measurement, test and 

automati on system, Soft ing Measure-
ment Technology is responsible for 
relevant functi ons in the areas control 
and regulati on, process monitoring and 
automati on, real-ti me simulati on and 
data logging.

▲ Fig.: Sample modular measurement system SMT
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PEA – measuring software
Powerful data acquisition, visualization and digital signal  
processing for SMT and μ Series.

BENEFITS
■		Simple and intuitive operation
■		Guaranteed real-time capability
■		Synchronized acquisition of all kinds of measurement data
■		Compilation of different data in a common  

measurement record
■		Standard software for test parameterization and execution
■		No programming knowledge necessary for standard  

applications
■		Acquisition software perfectly suited to the  

measurement system
■		Varied operating system and hardware support
■		User-specific adaptations and extensions using well  

documented extension interfaces

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■		Configuration of SMT and μ Series modules
■		Measurement data acquisition and recording
■		Live visualization of any process values
■		Triggering and/or controlling the measurement sequence
■		Sequence control and process automation

PEA is used to configure all hardware 
components, record measurement and 
communication data and, if required, 
represent process values graphically. 
Furthermore, the software provides 
users with a range of options for digital 
signal processing, triggering, simula-
tion and automation.

DATA HANDLING
The measuring software combines 
data from a whole range of sources
in one common process map. Whether 
discrete measured values, signals 
extracted from messages, results of 
mathematical operations or simulation 
model interfaces: All data channels  
can flexibly be linked to each other, 
continue to be processed and recorded 
in a synchronized way.

REAL-TIME CAPABILITY
The vision of real-time-capable acquisi-
tion and data processing software was 
systematically implemented to create 
PEA. The measuring software is thus 
based on a powerful operating system 
platform and consistently distinguishes 
between the different real-time 
requirements of its tasks. Upcoming 
operations are always intelligently 
distributed over the available hard-
ware resources en abling PEA to remain 
efficient and powerful even in multi- 
channel applications.

EASE OF USE
The PEA user interface ensures that 
standard users enjoy simple and 
intuitive operation with a very short 
familiarization time while providing 

power users with sophisticated ex-
tension possibilities. Classic operating 
concepts, such as configuration dialogs 
and drag&drop mechanisms, in com-
bination with powerful programming 
and modeling interfaces suit both user 
groups.

▲ Fig.: PEA – measuring software: visualization and digital signal processing for SMT and μ Series
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µ-Serie
Field bus measurement technology for use in  
physically challenging environments.

BENEFITS
■		Reduced cabling thanks to measured value acquisition  

on the measurement object
■		Greater accuracy thanks to measured value acquisition  

in close proximity to the measuring point
■		 Decentral system assembly with limited space
■		 Low demands made of energy supplies in mobile use
■		Flexible mounting possibilities
■		Data acquisition regardless of proprietary measuring  

software

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■		Measurements on chassis, power train and exhaust  

emissions system
■		Battery-operated test equipment

The μ Series comprises a range of com-
pact measurement modules connect ed 
via CAN. Examples of supported fea tures 
include temperature meas urements with 
thermocouples and resistive sensors, a 
whole range of testing bridges and active 
transducers as well as the acqui sition of 
frequency- and timebased signals. 
 

ENviRONMENTAL 
CONDITIONS
As the µ Series requires little space and 
features an extremely sturdy design, it is 
perfect for use in harsh application 
environments. It enables reliable meas-
urements in extremely high or low 
environmental temperatures as well as 
in moist and dirty conditions, or where 
vibrations have to be tolerated.

DATA ACQUISITION
The µ modules are supported by the SMT 
system software PEA. This makes it easy  
and fast to integrate them into complex  
SMT systems. In the case of pure CAN 
appli cations, it is also possible to record and 
evaluate mea sure data with standard CAN 
tools. The software that is required for con-
figuring the modules is available for free.

PERFECT IN PRACTICE
Their extremely low power consumption 
as well as a whole range of mounting pos-
sibilities underline the modules‘ suitability 
for practical, regular use.CAN and power 
supply are combined on one connector 
and can thus be fed through from module 
to module. This enables simple wiring with 
point-to-point connections and standard 
cables.

▲ Fig.: μ Series – field bus measurement technology by Softing
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Today, software is making vehicles more and more 
power ful, safe and environmentally-friendly all the 
time. It also enables a large number of device variants 
which in turn facilitate different equipment options and 
country-specific models. The resulting complexity in 
combination with the choice of variants has led to an 
incredible increase in the amount of testing involved. 
Testing denotes the execution of a function under given 
conditions, the comparison of results with defined target 
values and the documentation of these results. Tests are 
carried out throughout the life cycle with varying points 
of focus. Starting with the engineering of ECUs, in system 
integration, in combination with mechanical components, 
in the integration in the lab vehicle with a large number 
of subsystems and as vehicle tests. In manufacturing as 
component tests, installation tests on the line and EoL 
(End of Line) tests. In after-sales service as vehicle tests. 
And naturally testing takes place in quality assurance and 

field returns are verified. Manual tests and automated 
tests are carried out, they take place as SiL (Software in 
the Loop), HiL (Hardware in the Loop) or as tests in the 
real environment, as electrical tests, as communication 
tests, as function or diagnostic tests, as endurance tests, 
as road tests: The list is endless.

This situation naturally has a knock-on effect: More 
demands are now being made of test tools. Ideally, they 
should support all kinds of use scenarios in accordance 
with the test examples named above. In practice, the 
number of use scenarios will depend on the number of 
tool manufacturers and suppliers a company works with. 
And minimum requirements certainly have to be satis-
fied: the simple reusability of created tests, the manage-
ment of all kinds of test projects and the comprehensive 
documenta tion of test results.

PRODUCT OVERVIEw

Test  
automation

ECu-TEST Universal test automation for all application cases  
(SiL, HiL, real environment). It contains integrations of established 
test systems, e.g. INCA, CANoe, DTS, Ediabas, Matlab/Simulink.

OTX Studio OTX Studio is a tool for creating, implementing and debugging 
diagnostic sequences (based on the  
standard ISO13209).

Simulation TestCUBE2 
Counterpart for all cases of application in which an ECU is not 
yet (e.g. preparation of workshop tests) or no longer (e.g. tester 
regression test) available.

CanEasy Automatically configured simulation, analysis and test environ-
ment that supports all cases of application in ECU engineering and 
development.

Manual/semi- 
automatic  
diagnostic test

DTS  
Monaco

Universal engineering tester for diagnostic and control functions of 
vehicle ECUs with OTX Runtime.

Test systems Testing &  
verification

From the adapter box to complex test systems for an automated 
full ECU test.
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ECU-TEST
Automated ECU test based on standard tools.

BENEFITS 
■	   Support of (virtually) all relevant test systems
■	    High reusability of tests thanks to generic test description 

(cross-mapping)
■	   Intuitive graphic user interface
■	   Networked test environment via client/server solution
■	   Integrated support of subversion
■	   Easy to extend for customer-specific requirements

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■	   Automated and systematic tests of networked embedded  

systems in the automotive field
■	ECU tests in simulated vehicle environments SiL and HiL
■	Test preparation, even without ECU and ECU configuration

ECU-TEST was designed for test  
automation and for the validation of 
ECUs. Standard test tools are already 
integrated and can be used together 
in tests. ECU-TEST is used to design, 
realize, run and evaluate tests.

USER FRIENDLINESS
The user interface enables effective 
and productive testing of ECU software 
and hardware without users having 
to spend a great deal of time famil-
iarizing themselves with the system. 
In addition to controls for developing 
test cases, plug-ins for tool control and 
variable mapping are also available. 
The client/server solution contained 
enables interfaces and software tools 
to be addressed on several test bench 
systems of a networked test environ-
ment.

REUSABILITY
Test cases can be parameterized and 
structured. Thanks to a generic test 
description (cross-mapping concept), 
the test cases generated are virtually 
independent of the specific test en-
vironment hardware/software and can 
thus be reused extensively.

DOCUMENTATION
All test results are logged and are easy 
to analyze. Overviews are created 
for quick familiarization but in-depth 
views of the individual tests are also 
shown. The reports are easy to save or 
print for documentation purposes.

SUPPORTED  
SOFTwARE  
PLATFORMS

■	  dSPACE ControlDesk
■	  dSPACE ControlDesk  

Failure Simulation
■	ETAS LabCar Operator
■	eTAS incA
■	eTAS ASceT SD
■	Mathworks MATLAB/Simulink
■	National Instruments LabVIEW
■	Softing EDIABAS
■	Softing DTS
■	Vector CANoe/CANalyzer
■	Vector CANape

▲ Fig.: ECU-TEST – test automation and validation of ECUs Developed	by	TraceTronic	GmbH
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TestCUBE2
Confi gurable simulati on of ECU diagnosti cs.

BENEFITS
■		Development of tests even before the ECU is available
■		Fast familiarizati on enables easy handling
■		Clear management of variants with archiving of 

simulati on fi les
■		High test quality thanks to various confi gurati on possibiliti es
■		Best-case and worst-case tests
■		Modifi cati on and exchange of the simulati on via 

programming interface

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■		Preparati on of workshop testers in engineering, testi ng, 

manufacturing
■		Tester and producti on system release tests
■		Tester regression tests
■		Recording of CAN traces

TestCUBE2 is a confi gurable hardware 
and soft ware soluti on for simulati ng 
ECU diagnosti cs with real bus commu-
nicati on. With just one device, you can 
simulate several ECUs or even an enti re 
vehicle at the same ti me.

FRONTLOADING 
IN TEST PREPARATION
Creati ng test sequences is oft en chal-
lenging along the enti re value chain: 
The ECU required as a test counterpart 
is missing. But parti cularly in the test 
environment, the test methodology 
should be developed at an early stage 
to run functi on tests as soon as the 
ECUs are available. Which means it is 
useful if the test sequences are already 
available and tested.

This is simple with TestCUBE2 because 
test sequences can already be verifi ed 
during ECU development.

TESTER REGRESSION 
TESTS – wITHOUT 
CHANGING ECUS 
Soft ware updates at regular intervals en-
sure that diagnosti c testers are assigned 
all the latest functi ons. The ECUs required  
for a regression test must be available in 
enti rety and in all variants to be able to 
ensure suffi  cient test coverage. As this 
is usually impossible, a simulati on is the 
required soluti on. With the simulati on,
it is easy to select ECUs and ECU vari-
ants: All you have to do is exchange 
simulati on fi les in the unit. You can take 
care of this manually using the intui-
ti vely operable graphic user interface 
or conveniently in test automati on with 
the DLL interface.

SIMPLE CREATION OF 
SIMULATION FILES
For test preparati on and regression 
tests, there are suitable methods with 
which simulati on fi les are fast and easy 
to create. In test preparati on, suitable 

pairs of requests (from the tester) and 
responses (from the simulati on) can be 
entered at symbolic level using existi ng 
ODX data. This means errors are virtually 
excluded.

For regression tests, traces are recorded
with real ECUs and simulati on fi les are 
then generated automati cally – at the 
push of a butt on. Additi onal ECU re-
sponses are easy to add manually. Faulty 
responses are also possible to test the 
correct behavior of the tester.

EVEN MORE FEATURES
■		Infl uencing of communicati on 

parameters (address, ti mings,...)
■		Residual bus simulati on

▲ Fig.: High-performance interface ▲ Fig.: Applications for creating and configuring ECU simulation
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THE SITUATION
Many electronic components are delivered and installed in 
syn theti c housings. This is true of many ECUs which are used 
in large numbers by all automobile manufacturers. Material 
variance in the quality of the syntheti c housing can lead to 
leaks, which in turn can result in extremely cost-intensive 
product recalls. This can be avoided as early as the produc -
ti on process by testi ng with the LTW-I.

THE MEASURING PRINCIPLE
The light of an LED is routed into an aperture via a diff usion 
disk. On the other side of the test unit, the transmitt ed light 
meets the opening of a stainless steel pipe with an internal 
diameter of < 2mm. The pipe contains an opti cal fi ber which 
absorbs the light in a solid angle of around 60 degrees and 
routes it to a photodiode. The photodiode current is in pro-
porti on to the transmission.

SOFTwARE
With the confi gurati on and measuring soft ware, all properti es 
of the device can be set and measuring programs managed. For 
this purpose, a PC (Windows) is connected with the LTW-I via 
the USB interface. For the actual measuring, this is an opti on, 
i.e. the device works as a device. Several measuring can be 
loaded onto the LTW-I and selected correspondingly.

Transmission measuring device LTW-I
Testi ng the quality of syntheti c housings, measuring of transmission 
on syntheti c lids intended for laser welding.

Residual bus simulati on

The modifi cati on of values, setti  ng of pulses and switching of 
signals (on/off ): fast and easy simulati on and sti mulati on using 
the device-own confi gurati on tool to suit individual require-
ments. The simulati on parameters can be created individually 
without any programming and can be used independently of 
the PC, both in mobile and stati onary scenarios.

The residual bus simulati on and confi gurati on can be saved on 
an SD card and are thus available in a fl exible form for further 
applicati ons in the customer process chain.

If the customer so desires, the device can also be equipped with 
an LCD display as well as digital and analog IOs.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■		In the development of prototypes
■		In test boards, lab vehicles
■		In all kinds of testi ng faciliti es
■		In Quality Assurance
■		On the component test bench
■		In the vehicle for all kinds of testi ng

BENEFITS
■		Can be adapted to suit customer requirements
■		Stand-alone operati on without a PC
■		Can be used as a mobile device
■		Aff ordable
■		Signal modifi cati on using potenti ometers and switches

Checking of individual ECUs via residual bus simulati on on the CAN bus, 
even during the engineering phase.

BENEFITS
■		 Access authorizati on and user management
■		 Confi gurati on of the device parameters
■		 Parameterizati on depending on the plasti c to be

measured (good/bad recogniti on,...)
■		Creati on and management of measuring programs
■		Visualizati on and saving of measured values
■		 Creati on and processing of envelope curves
■		Confi gurati on of limit monitoring
■		Generati on of log fi les

▲ Fig.: Transmission measuring device LTW-I
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As the link between an application and the physical inter-
face to the vehicle, vehicle communication interfaces 
(VCIs) are the basis of all kinds of communication and di-
agnostic applications. The VCIs from four product families 
are made available in different performance classes and 
with specific features and interfaces for the applications 

concerned. The scalable software tool CanEasy provides 
the residual bus simulation often required for diagnostic 
applications. The well-established programming interfaces 
(APIs) are made available to users for access via customer- 
specific or third-party applications.

PRODUCT OVERVIEw 

HS Interfaces The diagnostic interfaces of the HS family are based on a 32-bit microcontroller 
platform and are particularly suitable for use in the higher performance range 
such as, for example, challenging diagnostic tasks and flash applications on the 
entire vehicle. The HS interfaces are characterized by secure communication 
mecha nisms regardless of the PC operating system.

EDIC Interfaces The diagnostic interfaces of the EDIC family are based on a 16-bit microcontrol-
ler platform and are predestined for use in the medium performance range for 
diagnostic tasks and flash applications with a range of ECUs. The EDIC platform 
has proved itself over time and is characterized by its stable runtime behavior 
and the implementation of a large number of standardized and customer-spe-
cific diagnostic protocols.

VIN|ING Interfaces The interfaces of the VIN|ING family are oriented toward the latest trends.
Innovati ve vehicle communicati on concepts are easy to implement with a 
hardware design tailored exactly to the tasks. 

CAN Interfaces The communication interfaces of the CAN family make it possible  
to integrate send and receive tasks in all kinds of applications.  
Alternatively, the VCIs can also be operated with the D-PDU API  
for simple diagnostic tasks.

Programming  
Interfaces

The VCIs of the three product families are available with several programming 
interfaces.
■	D-PDU API compliant with ISO 22900-2
■	PassThru API compliant with SAE J2534
■	CAN Layer2 API

CanEasy CanEasy simulates complex bus systems, enables an analysis
of the bus communication and offers high automation, individual
configuration and simple extendibility.

CommuniCation teChnology
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Programming interfaces 

Depending on the particular use case, 
customer-specific constraints and 
country-specific regulations, the VCIs 
are used in diagnostic systems with dif-
ferent programming interfaces. While 
the standardized D-PDU API is used with 
a D-Server compliant with ISO 22900, a 
PassThru interface compliant with SAE 
J2534 is often required for applications 
on the open market. A CAN-API on layer 
2 is also the right choice for pure CAN 
communication.

D-PDU API (ISO 22900-2)
The Modular Vehicle Communication 
Interface Concept (MVCI) developed by 
leading vehicle manufacturers in ASAM 
e.V. includes not only the API for the 
diagnostic server and a modular VCI, 
but also the software interface for the 
VCIs which was then standardized as 
ISO-22900. This means the D-PDU API 
is part of a consistently standardized di-
agnostic system allowing connection to 
a diagnos tic server as a diagnostic base 
system with which ODX data can con-
tinue to be processed. Alternatively, the 
D-PDU API can also be accessed directly 
from an application. The advantage of 
using a VCI with D-PDU API, alongside 
the modularity, is the simple integra-
tion into the application which in turn 
is relieved of complex protocol-specific 
mecha nisms (e.g. FlowControl, seg-
menting). The handling of communi-
cation parameters and bus properties is 
fully encapsulated  in the D-PDU API.

Every D-PDU API registers in the system 
during installation using the Root 
Description File (RDF) and provides 
the diagnos tic server with the specific 
information. The Module Description 
File (MDF) specifies the function scope 
of a D-PDU API or of a VCI and any freely 
definable options. Alongside resource 

management functions, a D-PDU API 
supports two groups of functions. Diag-
nostic functions are used for accessing 
Logical Links, sending and receiving mes-
sages, and for param eterization. Several 
Logical Links can be managed which in 
turn makes it possible to communicate 
with several ECUs, even over different 
bus systems. What are referred to as 
IO control functions make it possible to 
access the extended func tionality of the 
VCI. This can, for example, be ignition 
verification or accessing VCI inputs and 
outputs. A standard-compliant D-PDU 
API can support numerous stan  d ardized 
and proprietary protocols. Which ones 
are actually supported is the responsibil-
ity of the manufacturer. This modular 
approach gives OEMs the flexibility to 
implement VCIs with D-PDU APIs from 
different manufacturers. Synergies in the 
development and design of the products 
in the VCI environment mean cost-effec-
tive solutions and can be created long 
term.

SAE J2534 API
The SAE J2534 API (or: PassThru for 
short) is an interface for diagnostic 
communication and for programming 
ECUs in the car sector which has been 
standard ized by the American Stand-
ardization Committee SAE. It basically 
describes a manufacturer-independent 
API which, in conjunction with a corre-
sponding hardware interface, enables 
ECUs to be accessed. The applications  
to be made available by the OEMs and  
a PassThru Device should enable inde-
pendent repair shops to reprogram ECU 
software regardless of the manufacturer. 
A further area of use for the PassThru 
Device is OBD acceptance tests. A 
PassThru inter face basically enables 
the sending and receiving of telegrams 
on a vehicle bus system. Only the most 

important communication principles are 
implemented in the interface, without 
any specification of whether this is on 
the PC side or in the VCI firmware.

CAN LAYER2 API
The CAN Layer2 API is a software inter-
face which enables the sending and 
receiving of CAN telegrams on layer 2 
of the OSI model. The application can 
access the CAN Layer2 API directly as 
a low-level interface. Alternatively, the 
CAN Layer2 API can be used in combi-
nation with the Softing D-PDU API. This 
means that all diagnostic protocols 
supported by the D-PDU API can be used 
for diagnos tic communication over the 
CAN bus. Thanks to the standardized 
D-PDU API, affordable CAN interfaces 
can be used in connection with a basic 
diagnostic system, such as DTS.

The CAN Layer2 API can be used in  
operating modes with FIFO and object 
buffer. In comparison to programming 
inter faces from manufacturers of other 
CAN interfaces, the Softing CAN Layer2 
API is characterized by its high perfor-
mance, the versatility of operating 
modes and the fact that it is possible to 
send messages cyclically. The delivery 
scope of the CAN Layer2 API includes 
a demo program in source code which 
enables simple communication with a 
CAN interface and can be used as a  
basis for an application.

CommuniCation teChnology
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HS-Interfaces
Very powerful VCIs for all applicati ons in the supply chain.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■ 	Diagnostic applications for engineering, manufacturing

and after-sales service
■ 	 Test and validation
■ 	Fast and reliable flash programming
■ 	 Functional ECU tests and communication tests
■ 	 Data logging during manufacturing, in development, 

in fleet tests
■ 	 Future-proof diagnostic solutions with DoIP

(Diagnostics over IP)
■ 	 Suitable for cars and commercial vehicles

The diagnosti c interfaces of the HS 
family are based on a 32-bit micro con-
troller platf orm and are parti cularly 
suit able for use in the higher perfor-
mance range such as, for example, 
challenging diagnosti c tasks and fl ash 
applicati ons on the enti re vehicle. 
The HS interfaces are character ized 
by secure communicati on mechanisms 
regardless of the PC operati ng system. 
Users have diagnosti c interfaces at their 
disposal with various wired or wireless 
interfaces to the PC.

FOR EACH USE CASE 
THE APPROPRIATE VCI
The HSX interfaces and the HSC in par-
ti cular are perfect for multi -link commu-
nicati on in diagnosti c and fl ash applica-
ti ons on the enti re vehicle as protocol 
process ing takes place on the interface 
with a 32-bit high-performance CPU.

With the compact design of the HSC and 
interfaces to the PC over WLAN, LAN and 
USB as well as interfaces to the vehicle 
over CAN, K-line and Ethernet, the VCI is 

parti cularly well suited for future-proof 
mobile manufacturing and aft er-sales 
service applicati ons. 

With the additi on of up to two extra 
boards, the Multi bus VCI HSX Breakout can 
quickly adapt the number of communica-
ti on channels available on the PC system 
to the relevant applicati on. Modules with 
two additi onal CAN and FlexRay interfaces 
each are available. With the integrated 
test sockets , the VCI is opti mally equipped 
for universal use in development and test.

BENEFITS
■  VCIs tailored to the diff erent areas of applicati on
■ Data preprocessing and protocol handling in the interface
■
■

Virtual Machine (VM) for programmable sequences
 Interface to the host PC over USB, Bluetooth, LAN or WLAN
(IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n/h)

■

■

 Linux operati ng system for the integrati on of customer-
specifi c applicati ons

■

	Large number of standardized and OEM-specifi c vehicle
protocols available

■
Galvanic isolati on
Several independent channels: CAN, K-line, FlexRay, Ethernet

HSC
Compact WLAN interface for aft er-sales 
service/manufacturing with DoIP.

HSC
HSC angled.
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The HSX-S is a small and robust expres-
sion of HSX devices. The VCI has two 
CAN interfaces as well as K- and L-line. 
An OBD connector cable gives access to 
vehicles. The HSX-S can communicate 
with PCs via USB or Ethernet.

The interfaces of the VIN|ING family 
are based on the latest technological 
trends. With a precisely designed hard-
ware concept,  it can be cost eff ecti vly 
implemented in vehicle communicati on 
concepts.

STANDARDIZED AND 
POwERFUL PROGRAMMING 
iNTERFACES
The VCIs of the HS family can be up-
dated with soft ware upgrades and are 
thus always equipped for future appli-
cati ons. This is also the way to realize 
customer-specifi c soft ware soluti ons. 
Based on the D-PDU API as a standard-
ized programming interface, the Diag-
nosti c Tool Set DTS from Soft ing can 
deliver a complete soluti on compliant 
with the MCD-3D standard (ISO 22900-3) 

and ODX technology. Take a look at the 
following link for more informati on on 
other designs of the VCIs from the HS 
family as well as suitable accessories: 
www.samtec.de

HSX Breakout
Multi bus VCI with USB and LAN interface for use 
in engineering and testi ng.

HSX-S
Robust VCI with USB/LAN for service and producti on.

COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
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EDIC-Interfaces  

BENEFITS
■ 	 VCIs tailored to the different areas of application
■ 	 Data preprocessing and protocol handling in the interface
■ 	 Several independent communication channels for CAN 

and K-line
■ 	 Intelligent data buffering for parallel communication channels
■ 	Large number of standardized and OEM-specific vehicle 

protocols available
■ 	Galvanic isolation

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■ 	Diagnostic applications for engineering,

manufacturing and after-sales service
■ 	Test and validation
■ 	Fast and reliable flash programming
■ 	Functional ECU tests and communication tests
■ 	Use for residual bus simulation with CanEasy
■ 	Suitable for cars and commercial vehicles

The diagnosti c interfaces of the EDIC 
family are based on a 16-bit micro-
controller platf orm and are predesti ned 
for use in the medium performance 
range for diagnosti c tasks and fl ash 
applicati ons with ECUs over CAN and 
K-line. The EDIC platf orm has proved 
itself over ti me and is characterized 
by its stable runti me behavior and the 
implementati on of a large number of 
standardized and customer-specifi c 
diagnosti c protocols.

THE RIGHT VCI FOR EVERY 
CASE OF APPLICATION
The Multi bus VCI EDICusb is parti cularly 
suitable for the use of heterogeneous 
onboard networks with CAN bus, K-line 
and LIN bus, and enables universal im-
plementati on in engineering and testi ng. 
With its Bluetooth interface and com-

pact design, EDICblue is perfect for use in 
mobile applicati ons during test drives, in 
manufacturing and in aft er-sales service.
Alternati vely, EDICblue can communicate 
with the host PC over USB. Thanks to its 
sturdy design, EDICwlan is parti cularly 
suited for mobile use in harsh environ-
mental conditi ons as are oft en found in 
the manufacturing and service environ-
ment. EDICpci is a versati le interface and 
is primarily used in stati onary applicati ons 
thanks to its high-performing internal link 
via the PCI bus.

STANDARDIZED AND 
POwERFUL PROGRAMMING 
iNTERFACES
The diagnosti c protocols are handled di-
rectly in the interface. This ensures fast 
response ti mes and reliable real-ti me 
behavior regardless of the PC operati ng 

system. Extensive buff er mechanisms
make parallel operati on of several 
communicati on channels possible. By 
combining several diagnosti c interfaces, 
the number of communicati on channels 
available on the PC system can quickly 
be adapted to the relevant applicati on. 
The VCIs can be updated with soft ware 
upgrades and are thus always equipped
for future applicati ons. This is also 
the way to realize customer-specifi c 
soft ware soluti ons. With many VCIs, the 
CAN bus physics can be varied by using 
piggybacks or by switching the CAN bus 
physics. Based on the D-PDU API as a 
standardized programming interface, the 
Diagnosti c Tool Set DTS from Soft ing can 
deliver a complete soluti on compliant 
with the MCD-3D standard (ISO 22900-3)
and ODX technology.

EDIC family for use in the medium performance range.

1
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4
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4
EDICblue: VCI with Bluetooth interface for 
use in testi ng and aft er-sales service.

EDICusb: Multi bus VCI with USB interface 
for use in engineering and testi ng.

EDICwlan: Sturdy VCI with WLAN/USB for 
use in manufacturing and aft er-sales service.

EDICpci: High-performance VCI with PCI 
interface for stati onary applicati ons.
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CAN-Interfaces

BENEFITS
■ 	 Active card with its own microcontroller
■ 	 Local data buffering and preprocessing in the interface
■ 	 Galvanic isolation
■ 	 Stable runtime behavior due to well established use

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■ 	 Ordinary communication tasks
■ 	 Diagnostic applications for manufacturing

and after-sales service
■ 	 Use for residual bus simulation with CanEasy

The communicati on interfaces of the 
CAN family make it possible to integrate 
send and receive tasks in all kinds of 
applicati ons. Alternati vely, the VCIs can 
also be operated with the D-PDU API for 
simple diagnosti c tasks.

DIFFERENT VCI DESIGNS
CAN communicati on interfaces are an 
inexpensive alternati ve to diagnosti c 
interfaces. The devices are available with 
diff erent interfaces to the workstati on 
and are equipped with one or two CAN 
channels. CANpro USB is the successor 
to the tried and tested CANusb and 
is suitable for all kinds of use cases as 
a universal VCI with USB high-speed 
interface. A product variant involves the 
electronics of the CANpro USB being 
installed in a diagnosti c system without 
a case. CAN-AC2-PCI and CANpro PCIe 

are available as PC plug-in cards for sta-
ti onary use cases with one or two CAN 
channels both with CAN high-speed and 
CAN low-speed. The two CAN interfaces 
Leaf Light HS v2 and USBcan II HS/ LS 
made by our cooperati on partner Kvaser 
complement the product range by pro-
viding two aff ordable CAN interfaces for 
parti cularly price-sensiti ve cases.

POwERFUL PROGRAMMING 
iNTERFACES
The communicati on soft ware of the CAN 
API provides highly effi  cient communica-
ti on mechanisms for CAN applicati ons. 
Local data buff ering and preprocessing 
on the VCI result in high performance 
and a reducti on of ti me-criti cal tasks for 
the PC. Combining one of the CAN com-
municati on interfaces with the appro-
priate API soft ware enables compact 

soluti ons for all kinds of communicati on 
applicati ons. The CAN API thus supports 
reliable CAN communicati on on layer 2 
in a simple way. For real-ti me applica-
ti ons, the very comprehensive and fl ex-
ible CAN Layer2 API supports diff erent 
object buff er modes and an FIFO mode 
which is parti cularly suitable for linking 
higher protocol layers. The opti onal 
D-PDU API soft ware makes communi-
cati on channels with higher diag nosti c 
protocols available to applicati ons via 
the standardized API and thus relieves 
the applicati on of standard tasks.

Communicati on interfaces for ordinary send and receive tasks.
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CANpro USB: One-channel CAN interface with 
sturdy aluminum housing and USB port.

CAN-AC2-PCI  : One/two channel CAN interface as PCI 
plug-in card, opti onally CAN low-speed.

CANpro PCI Express : One/two channel CAN interface 
as PCIexpress plug-in card, opti onally CAN low-speed.

Leaf Light HS v2  : One-channel CAN interface with 
handy plasti c housing and USB port.

USBcan II HS/LS : Two-channel CAN interface 
(high-speed and low-speed) with USB port.
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VIN|ING Interfaces
Interfaces for innovati ve communicati on concepts

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■ 	Flexible vehicle access for applications with DoIP
■ Measurement data recording in road tests
■ Diagnostic applications in service
■ Fast and reliable flash programming

The interfaces of the VIN|ING family 
are oriented toward the latest trends. 
Innovati ve vehicle communicati on 
concepts are easy to implement with 
a hardware design tailored exactly 
to the tasks. The fi rst two interfaces 
of our new VIN|ING product family, 
VIN|ING 600 and VIN|ING 1000, are 
now available.

UNIVERSAL AND FLEXIBLE 
The interface works as a WLAN-Ethernet 
bridge and is a 1:1 implementati on of 
the Ethernet interface of the vehicle 
for wireless LANs. Via the standardized 
D-PDU API (ISO 22900-2), the applicati on 
communicates with the vehicle via UDS 
on IP (ISO 14229) and DoIP (ISO 13400). 

Customized versions can also be imple-
mented on request. 

The acti vati on line required for DoIP has 
a fl exible design and can be controlled
via soft ware. This means varying imple-
mentati ons of gateway ECUs can be 
taken into considerati on and Ethernet 
communicati on ensured in all relevant 
situati ons.

EASY TO USE
VIN|ING 600 is easy to use and can be 
connected with a smartphone like any 
other standard WLAN device. The device 
has an eye-catching, ergonomic, compact 
design that leaves plenty of leg room in 
the footwell on road tests.

BENEFITS
■ 	Cost-eff ecti ve thanks to dedicated product orientati on
■ User-friendly thanks to sturdy, compact design
■ Flexible thanks to controllable acti vati on line 
■ Broad light band enables clearly visible status informati on
■ All necessary type approvals provide security

▲ Abb.: VIN|ING 600

RELIABLE AND SECURE
The ECE type approval and the associ-
ated EMC tests guarantee the interfer-
ence-free and safe operati on of the 
device in the vehicle. By using a glass-
fi ber reinforced and impact-resistant 
plasti c as well as a high-grade OBD 
connector, the device can also with-
stand severe strain. Thanks to the WPA2 
encrypti on with PSK, the vehicle data is 
safe from any att empted eavesdropping 
over the transmission path.

▲ Abb.: CAR ASYST ADAPTER

VIN|ING 600
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▲ Abb.: VIN|ING 1000

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■ Universal use in Manufacturing and After-Sales Service
■ Fast and reliable flash programming
■ Test and validation
■ Simulation

BENEFITS
■ Reliable protocol handling in the interface
■ State-of-the-art, cost-eff ecti ve standard VCI
■ Multi ple vehicle interfaces with a compact design
■ Sturdy aluminum housing with protecti ve caps
■ Flexible expansion thanks to USB host interface

RELIABLE PROTOCOL 
HANDLING
Data pre-processing and protocol hand-
ling in the interface ensure fast response 
ti mes and a reliable real-ti me behavior. 
The most important communicati on 
protocols UDS (ISO 14229), KWP 2000 
(ISO 14230, ISO 15765) as well as SAE 
J1939 are supported via the standardized 
D-PDU API (ISO 22900-2). The VCI can 
also be used as a PassThru device in ac-
cordance with SAE J2534. Together with 
our Diagnosti c Tool Set DTS, an integral 
soluti on in accordance with the MCD-3D 
standard ISO 22900-3 can be realized 
with ODX technology.

FUTURE-PROOF 
AND FLEXIBLE
The VIN|ING 1000 can be updated in a 
soft ware update and can be extended 
for a range of applicati on scenarios via 
its USB host interface. Mobile applica-
ti ons can be realized with an opti onal 
Bluetooth dongle and upgrading can 
take place with a USB memory sti ck.

EXCELLENT VALUE 
FOR MONEY
The implementati on of 2 x CAN high-
speed as well as one ISO9142 and one 
LIN interface in the compact and sturdy 

VIN|ING 1000

design mean VIN|ING 1000 represents 
unique value for money. One of the 
two CAN channels can be toggled by 
soft ware between CAN high-speed and 
CAN fault-tolerant. Vehicle cables with 
diff erent types of diagnosti c connector 
are on off er for the D-SUB port.
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Product overview VCIs

DEVELOPMENT MANuFACTuRiNg AFTER-SALES SERVICE

HS-INTERFACES
(High end)

HSX-S HSX BREAKOUT HSX S HSC HSC

Vehicle interface 2 x CAN, 2 x K, IOs 2 x CAN, 2 x K, IOs 2 x CAN, 2 x K, IOs 2 x CAN, 2 x K, DoIP 2 x CAN, 2 x K, DoIP

PC Interface USB / LAN USB / LAN USB / LAN USB / LAN / WLAN USB / LAN / WLAN

Housing ruggedized ruggedized ruggedized standard standard

EDIC / VIN|ING
iNTERFACES
(Mid range)

EDICusb VIN|ING 1000 EDICpci EDICwlan EDICblue VIN|ING 600 VIN|ING 1000

Vehicle interface 2 x CAN, 1 x K 1 – 2 x CAN, 1 – 2 x K 2 x CAN, 1 x K 2 x CAN, 1 x K 1 x CAN, 1 x K Ethernet 1-2 x CAN, 1-2 x K

PC Interface USB USB (Bluetooth) Pci USB / WLAN Bluetooth (USB) WLAN USB (Bluetooth)

Housing standard ruggedized - ruggedized standard standard ruggedized

CAN INTERFACES
(Standard)

CANpro USB USBcan II HS/LS CANpro USB CANpro PCIe CANpro USB LeafLight HS v2

Vehicle interface 1 x CAN 2 x CAN 1 x CAN 1 x CAN 1 x CAN 1 x CAN

PC Interface USB USB USB PCI / PCIe USB USB

Housing ruggedized standard ruggedized - ruggedized standard
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DEVELOPMENT MANuFACTuRiNg AFTER-SALES SERVICE

HS-INTERFACES
(High end) 

HSX-S HSX BREAKOUT HSX S HSC HSC

Vehicle interface 2 x CAN, 2 x K, IOs 2 x CAN, 2 x K, IOs 2 x CAN, 2 x K, IOs 2 x CAN, 2 x K, DoIP 2 x CAN, 2 x K, DoIP

PC Interface USB / LAN USB / LAN USB / LAN USB / LAN / WLAN USB / LAN / WLAN

Housing ruggedized ruggedized ruggedized standard standard

EDIC / VIN|ING
iNTERFACES
(Mid range)

EDICusb VIN|ING 1000 EDICpci EDICwlan EDICblue VIN|ING 600 VIN|ING 1000

Vehicle interface 2 x CAN, 1 x K 1 – 2 x CAN, 1 – 2 x K 2 x CAN, 1 x K 2 x CAN, 1 x K 1 x CAN, 1 x K Ethernet 1-2 x CAN, 1-2 x K

PC Interface USB USB (Bluetooth) Pci USB / WLAN Bluetooth (USB) WLAN USB (Bluetooth)

Housing standard ruggedized - ruggedized standard standard ruggedized

CAN INTERFACES
(Standard)

CANpro USB USBcan II HS/LS CANpro USB CANpro PCIe CANpro USB LeafLight HS v2

Vehicle interface 1 x CAN 2 x CAN 1 x CAN 1 x CAN 1 x CAN 1 x CAN

PC Interface USB USB USB PCI / PCIe USB USB

Housing ruggedized standard ruggedized - ruggedized standard
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Vcf 
VCI Communication Framework. 
Highly efficient MiddleWare for all areas of implementation in vehicle communication.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■		ECU engineering
■		Test environment
■		Test benches
■		Production tester
■		Service tester

BENEFITS 
■		Cost saving - one VCI for several functions 
■		Diagnostics and onboard functionality in parallel
■		Suitable for multiple operating systems: Windows, 

Linux, Android, iOS
■		The most important buses and protocols are already 

available
■		VCI stand-alone - multiple functions available 

independent of the PC

EXTENSIVE RANGE
OF FUNCTIONS
VCF enables (virtually) all functions 
required in vehicle and ECU communica-
tion. As far as offboard communication 
(diagnostics) is concerned, it is not only 
possible to display a test system but 
also simulate ECUs. In onboard com-
munication, it is possible to implement 
residual bus simulation for one or more 
ECUs. The product also offers nume-
rous functions for the analysis of bus 
communication. Measuring using bus 
communication enables the acquisition 
of the messages and signals available 
on the bus. Furthermore internal ECU 
measurement data can be acquired via 
the mechanisms defined in the XCP and 
CCP protocols. 

Behavior can be controll ed for multiple 
functions using the block sequencer with 

the possibility to react to results. The 
only requirement is an appropriate script 
in „C“ developed and loaded in VCF. 

A DIVERSE RANGE
OF CON FIGURATION
POSSIBILITIES
Conventional configuration methods can 
be used depending on the communica-
tion function and bus system. This means 
A2L files in accordance with the ASAM 
standard ASAM MCD2-MC are usually 
used for measuring via XCP. Measuring 
and bus analysis use the LDF or FIBEX 
format on the LIN bus; AUTOSAR is also 
used for FlexRay or Ethernet. The well-
known DBC format (CANdb) can also be 
used on the CAN.

NUMEROUS PLATFORMS
VCF is currently supplied with support 
for the VCIs of the HS family, in particular 
the HSX in the various housings as well as 
the HSC with integrated OBD connector. 
Forthcoming VIN|ING VCIs with product 
numbers from 1000 will also be avail-
able with VCF support from the outset. 
Operating system support is provided as 
a standard for Windows, Android, Linux 
and iOS. 

▲ Abb.: VCF
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CanEasy
The Windows-based automatically configured simulation, 
analysis and test environment for ECU development.

BENEFITS 
■ 	Highly automated – executable residual bus simulation

available within just a few minutes
■ 	Simple working environment that can be configured to

suit the specific task
■  Integrated development environments VBA and VSTA
■ Can be integrated via COM interface or as DLL
■ Recording of the complete CAN and LIN bus communication
■ 	Convenient operation thanks to tree structure,

drag & drop and shortcut menus
■ 	Editing of database (communication matrix) via

integrated editors

AREAS OF APPLICATION
■ ECU development
■ Quality assurance
■ Prototype construction, sample construction
■ Manufacturing

CanEasy solves recurring tasks in ECU 
development. It can simulate complex  
bus systems, analyze communication 
and offers a high degree of automation, 
individual configuration and simple 
extendibility.

SiMuLATiNg
The simulation is quick and easy to 
config  ure using DBC files. The software 
inte grates real and simulated ECUs in a 
single environment. Real and simulated 
ECUs communicate with each other. The 
user can monitor and modify the values 
of all CAN signals while communica tion 
is taking place with automatically  gen-
erated panels. Practical functions of the 
ECUs to be simulated (nodes) can be con-
figured using plug-ins or pro grammed 
using the integrated development 
environments in VB, VB.net or C#.

ANALYZING
Several ECUs are often involved in one 
function in CAN bus systems. This results 
in complex real-time communication. 
CanEasy records the messages of all 
connected buses (up to 99) without 
previous filtering. This makes it possible 
to access all past data at a later date. 
Alternatively, the data can be replayed 
in entirety or filtered on the CAN bus. 
These evaluations can also be auto mated 
using the API and the development en-
vironments integrated in CanEasy.

TESTiNg
The reaction of an ECU to high bus loads, 
certain values and defective communi-
cation can be tested using plug-in func - 
tions. Special test scenarios as well as  
automated tests are easy to configure 
using plug-ins or the integrated Sched uler. 

Dynamic and complex scenarios can be 
programmed and be used as many times 
as required, even simultaneously.

Caneasy Editions ■	  Professional (full function scope for simulation, testing and analysis)
■	  Simulation (configuration of simulation and test environments)
■	  Analysis (monitoring and recording bus traffic)
■	  Basic (monitoring and recording on one bus)

Supported Interfaces ■	   Softing (CAN Layer 2): CANpro USB, CANusb, CANcard2, CAN-AC-PCI, CAN-AC-104
■	  Softing (D-PDU API): EDICusb, EDICblue, EDICpci

System Requirements ■	  PC or notebook with at least 2 GHz
■	  1024 MB RAM and higher (2 GB RAM recommended)

Developed	by	Schleißheimer	GmbH
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SERVICE OVERVIEw

App Development Development of tailor-made applications for mobile end devices
(tablet, smartphone) in the business-to-business field.

On Site Solutions Our employees provide consulting and engineering services to help in the  
mastering of challenging tasks, either directly on customers' premises or  
outside the company facility.

Training Sessions User-oriented training sessions from Softing. Basic seminars on  
diagnostics, bus protocols, ODX, OTX, as well as workshops on DTS,  
OTX Studio, Softing TDX.

Test Units &  
Test Systems

Solutions for testing ECUs and electric components. Creation of customized  
test units and test systems. 

ECU Construction Engineering and manufacturing of ECUs and electronic components.
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USER-ORIENTED TRAINING 
SESSIONS FROM SOFTING 

There is absolutely no way we would leave our users and pro-
spec tive customers out in the rain and that is why we offer 
a well-balanced range of basic seminars on the subjects of 
diagnostics, bus protocols, ODX and OTX. Furthermore, we 
have developed a range of one-day seminars on our successful 
solutions, such as DTS, OTX Studio and Softing TDX, geared 
either to suit beginners or experts. The modular structure of 
our courses means participants can put together a training 
program to suit their very own requirements. Whatever the 
topic, our experienced team of trainers is particularly keen 
to deliver a diverting combination of theoretical content and 
practical exercises. If required, we would also be happy to put 
together a customized workshop perfectly tailored to suit your 
requirements.

For more information take a look at 
www.softing.com/automotive-training 

Training sessions
In spite of standardization and user-friendly tools, the complexity of vehicle diagnostics basically  
demands more or less sound know-how, depending on the area of application and requirements.

On Site Solutions

Softing Automotive not only manufactures reliable products 
that can be used flexibly but in Munich, Ingolstadt, Stuttgart 
and Wolfsburg offers top-quality project services at the relevant 
customer site. Our employees provide consulting and engineer-
ing services to help in the mastering of challenging tasks, either  
directly on customers‘ premises or outside the company facility, 
but always in close proximity to all relevant contacts in the spe-
cialist departments.

Our focus here is on our core areas of expertise - diagnostics, 
measuring and testing. With motivation and great dedication, 
our highly qualified employees work directly with all those 
involved in the project – either on the customers‘ premises or 
with colleagues at Softing. This is a significant characteristic of 
our way of working and key to the success of each individual 
project.

We develop with and for our customers the tools, components 
and processes for the automobiles of tomorrow.

Depending on the specific requirements of each 
project, our employees assume a number of  
different tasks:

■		Development of software tools and components for
vari ous areas of application in engineering, manu-
facturing and after-sales service – from the actual 
concept through
design and implementation to test and integration

■		Testing and safeguarding of electronic vehicle systems
– from individual components through to complex
subsystems

■		Concept evaluation and technology protection
■		Guidance and support when using Softing products

in specialist departments on site
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APP development

Informati on and communicati on in and with the vehicle are 
cen tral elements of automoti ve development. At Soft ing Auto-
moti ve, we develop tailor-made applicati ons for mobile end de-
vices in the business-to-business fi eld. In doing so, we special-
ize on the important platf orms iOS and Android. We develop 
soluti ons for mobile end devices along the enti re process chain. 
Based on our decades of experience in integrati ng vehicles and 
other inter faces, we off er that decisive competi ti ve edge in the 
implementati on and realizati on of challenging projects.

Further functions/characteristics of the OBD APP:
■	  Clear event memory. Special feature: possible to clear 

fault memory by shaking the smartphone
■	 Display of velocity, engine speed and cooling 

temperature at a glance
■	  Symbolic interpretati on of error codes
■	  Saving of log data and send functi on via e-mail
■	  Quick selecti on: bus trace on/off , cyclic sending 

on/off , Setup menu, VCI connecti on on/off 
■	 Communicati on compliant with the standards 

ISO 15031-1 through 6, ISO 15765-4, SAE J1979, 
SAE J2012

DIAGNOSE 
APPLiCATiON

OTX Runti me
D-Server

D-PDU-API

APP DEVELOPMENT FOR 
iOS AND ANDROID
■	 Development of tailor-made applicati ons for mobile 

end devices in the business-to-business environment. 
■	  Specialists on the important platf orms iOS and Android.
■	 Soluti ons for mobile end devices along the enti re 

automoti ve process chain. 
■	 Based on decades of experience in integrati ng vehicles 

and interfaces, Soft ing off ers that decisive competi ti ve 
edge in the implementati on and realizati on of 
challenging mobile projects.

EXAMPLE: OBD APP
With the OBD app from Soft ing, your Apple iPhone and Android
Smartphone becomes an OBD diagnosti c device. Your smart-
phone connects with the vehicle using the OBD-2 WLAN adapter
„HSC VCI“. You can use the OBD app to read out the fault memory
as well as to deter mine measured values and ECU informati on. 
Communicati on data from running operati ons can be saved 
and analyzed offl  ine.
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cAR ASYST

CAR ASYST AUTOMOTIVE 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS

The mobile system soluti on for vehicle communicati on on your 
smartphone.

CAR ASYST for AUDI, developed by Soft ing, is the perfect 
mobile system soluti on for automobile manufacturers and 
importers, repair shops and end users in vehicle development 
and aft er-sales service. 

With CAR ASYST, Soft ing is presenti ng an innovati ve and univer-
sal tool for vehicle analysis. As it is used on conventi onal Android 
smartphones, users can start working with it whenever they 
want to wherever they happen to be. CAR ASYST has been opti -
mized for use in the repair shop and can also be implemented in 
vehicle development and engineering. On its launch, the APP will 
be supporti ng the latest AUDI models.

CAR ASYST consists of the APP and the ADAPTER which estab-
lishes the connecti on between the vehicle and the smartphone 
via WLAN. Offl  ine analysis, in which all recorded data streams 
(bus data, measured values, GPS and video) can be observed in 
parallel, takes place using the opti onal PC tool ANALYTICS.

The main areas of implementation for 
CAR ASYST are thus:

■ 	Tool for supporti ng service technicians and
repair shops

■ 	Data logging and fast initi al diagnosti cs
■ 	Error detecti on for stati onary vehicles as well

as vehicles on the road
■ 	Service & vehicle test on the premises
■ 	Breakdown service
■ 	Engineering and vehicle test

(Anwendungsbeispiel Service App für AUDI)
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Test units & test systems
Products and soluti ons for testi ng and verifying ECUs and electric 
components have been implemented in the „TESTING“ sector 
for over 30 years now. They range from simple adapter boxes 
through to highly complex test systems for an automated full 

test of ECUs of all kinds. These are almost always custom ized 
soluti ons which are usually an effi  cient combinati on of various 
standard components.

▲ Fig.: Breakout Box – sample

Breakout box, distributi on box, power box, D-Tower
AREAS OF APPLICATION
■	Lab equipment and developer workstati ons
■	Test bench assemblies and test adaptati ons
■	 Testi ng and verifi cati on and measuring

BENEFITS
■	Professional technology for high quality demands
■	Effi  cient and convenient working
■	 Sturdy and compact and space-saving

Breadboard assemblies
AREAS OF APPLICATION
■	 Lab equipment and developer workstati ons
■	Repair shop and manufacturing
■	Demonstrator

BENEFITS
■	Distributi on of the components as in the vehicle
■	Simple, fl exible assembly of all components
■	 Good orientati on thanks to clear structure

Test systems and testi ng equipment
AREAS OF APPLICATION
■	 HiL assemblies for component and integrati on tests
■	Load and sensor simulati on
■	End-of-Line tester and development test benches
■	Signal conditi oning and error simulati on

BENEFITS
■	Test depth and automated test sequence
■	Increase in efficiency and quality

Batt ery pack
Independent power supply without using the on-board electrical system
     
AREAS OF APPLICATION 
■	Mobile measurement technology
■	Development
■	All kinds of vehicle testi ng
■	Manufacturing

BENEFITS
■	Compact and sturdy
■	Easy to handle
■	Performance (60Ah)
■	Contains no security-relevant components

▲ Fig.: Developer Workstation D-Tower ▲ Fig.: Distribution D-Box ▲ Fig.: Lab equipment – sample ▲ Fig.: Test system – sample
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Glossary

A2L ASAM MCD-2 MC language

APi Application Programming Interface

ASAM Association for Standardisation of Automation and Measuring Systems

CAN Controller Area Network

DLC Data Link Connector, Diagnostic connector

DTC Diagnostic Trouble Code

DTS Diagnostic Tool Set

DoIP Diagnostics over Internet Protocol

D-PDU API Diagnostic Protocol Data Unit Application Programming Interface

gui Graphical User Interface

HDD Heavy Duty Diesel

HMi Human Machine Interface

iSO International Organization for Standardization

JRE Java Runtime Environment 

LiN Local Interconnect Network

MDF Messdatenformat

MOST Media Oriented Systems Transport

MvCi Modular Vehicle Communication Interface

OBD On Board Diagnose

OBD4HDD On-Board Diagnostics für Heavy Duty Diesel

ODX Open Diagnostic Data Exchange

OTX Open Test Sequence Exchange Format

SAE Society of Automotive Engineers

SMT Softing Mess Technik

TCP / IP Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol

TST Tester, external test equipment

TDX (Softing TDX) Tester for Diagnostic Exchange

UDS Unified Diagnostic Services

uML Unified Modeling Language

vCF Vehicle Communication Framework

vCi Vehicle Communication Interface

wwH-OBD World-Wide Harmonized On-Board Diagnostics

XML Extensible Mark-up Language
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Migration from DTS 7 to 8

THE MOST IMPORTANT DIFFERENCES BE wEEN DTS 7 AND DTS 8 AT A GLANCE:

DTS 7 DTS 8

oDX Version 2.0.1 (No international standard)

Version 2.2 (ISO standard)

ASAM MCD-3D Version 2.0.2 (No international standard)

Version 3.0 (ISO standard)

oTX Version 1.0 (ISO standard)

DoiP Diagnostics	over	Internet	Protocol

RUNTIME DATA Ultra-compact	for	fast	updates	in	the	field

Can	be	encrypted	to	suit	a	specific	OEM	to	protect		
a	company's	expertise

PACK & GO
Easy data transfer

Saving	and	restoring	of	DTS	projects	for		
simple	data	exchange

QUICKSTART
(Monaco+Venice)

Start	page	enables	fast	familiarization	with	the	tool	

Demonstration	mode	with	extensive	example

Existing DTS 7 projects can be reused 
■	Providing they are based on the standardized D-PDU API bus system interface
■	Including all DTS 7 Monaco configurations (workspaces)  
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Products & solutions

ENgiNEERiNg TEST

ODX

OTX

ECu-TEST 
COS / OTX RT

CanEasy / samDiaX
CAN / EDIC / VCF

OTX Studio

DTS Venice

ECu-TEST

DTS Monaco
COS / OTX RT
CanEasy / VCF

CAN / EDIC / HS VCI

CanEasy
COS / OTX RT

CAN / EDIC

▲ Fig.: Softing products and solutions alongside of extended V-Model 
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MANuFACTuRiNg SERviCE

Softing FDX
COS / OTX RT /
CanEasy / VCF

CAN / EDIC / HS VCI

TestCUBE2

OTX Studio
ECU ModulTester

COS / OTX RT
CanEasy / VCF

CAN / EDIC / HS VCI

Softing TDX
COS / OTX RT

CAN / EDIC / HS VCI

Softing products

under development

Distribution by Softing
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